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Abstract 
The scope of this project is to create a model of a dynamic bubbling fluidized bed boiler in 

Dymola. The model must be able to run in real time as it will be used for operator training. 

The created model is limited to the gas side in the boiler up to the super heater, the other 

equipment already exist in Solvina’s database. An extensive literature survey is done on what 

kind of fuels that is used for solid fuel combustion, the combustion process, largest types of 

boilers for solid fuels and how they work. Research is also done on how to model the different 

areas of bubbling fluidized bed combustion. As the model should be able to run in real time 

the model theory is focused on how to model each area using simplified fluid dynamics.  

The formulated model uses simplified reaction kinetics, fast reactions are considered 

instantaneous and slow reactions are modeled with kinetics. Some of the combustion is 

modeled using empirical correlations only. The fluid dynamics is highly simplified, the bed is 

modeled as an ideally mixed tank and the freeboard area as a tank series. Heat and mass 

transfer as well as many other areas are modeled using correlations and semi-empirical 

models developed specifically for fluidized bed combustion. 

Simulations of the model show that it yields realistic dynamic and steady state behavior. It is 

fast enough to run at real time and can therefore be implemented with other objects in 

Solvina’s databases. Important aspects of the model have been validated against experimental 

values found in literature. Comparison of the model with a real bubbling fluidized bed boiler 

show that it is possible to adapt it to follow the behavior of an existing unit. 

Although the model should be good enough to use for operator training, it contains some 

drawbacks that limits its use for extensive process optimization. The modeling of the 

emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide is crude, making exact predictions difficult. 

The neglection of the bubble phase in the bed is also a drawback that decreases the accuracy 

of the model. 
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3
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1. Introduction 

A large part of the world’s supply of energy comes from burning of solid fuels in boilers and 

furnaces [1] [2]. While oil and natural gas prices are high and production is likely to have 

peaked, the prices are significantly lower for coal and the reserves are enormous [1] [2] [3]. 

Although carbon dioxide taxes are decreasing the building rate of new coal fired heat and 

power plants in developed countries, they are rapidly built in developing countries [1].  

In developed countries the usage of biomass in energy production is increasing. This is to 

lower the release of greenhouse gases and to lower the dependence on fossil fuels [1].  In 

Sweden burning of biomass is commonly used in industries for steam production and in 

municipals for district heating [4]. Burning of municipal waste is also increasing, due to more 

strict regulation on waste dumping in many countries and for economical reasons [3]. All of 

these examples illustrate the increased usage of solid fuels in boilers.  

How these boilers are operated greatly affect the efficiency and emission from the boiler and 

its operation is therefore a crucial aspect to maximize plant efficiency and minimize 

emissions. By using simulation models of the boiler the operator can test different operating 

conditions and gain a deeper understanding of the boiler. New operators can train handling 

different scenarios and the simulator could even be used for optimizing the operating 

conditions. Experimenting with the real boiler could lead to costly production disturbances.  

Although several models for solid fuel boilers exist in literature, most of them are too 

computationally costly to be used for real time simulations and most of them can only be used 

to find steady state solutions.  

The goal of this project to create a model of a boiler for solid fuels in the simulation software 

Dymola. The model must not be too complex, as it should be possible to use it for real time 

simulations, but still accurate enough to capture the dynamics and behavior of the boiler at 

different operating conditions with different fuels. 

The type of boiler that will be modeled is a bubbling fluidized bed. These have become very 

popular due to its many advantages, see section 2.3.2. Many bubbling fluidized beds have 

been built and it is likely to continue to be a popular boiler type. 

1.1. Scope 

A short list will be presented decribing the scope and limitations of the project. 

 Modeling focus on one specific boiler, a bubbling fluidized bed boiler.  

 The model must not be too complex, as it should be possible to perform real time 

simulations.  

 The model should be dynamic. 

 Only the flue gas side of the firebox and not the complete boiler including equipment 

such as heat exchangers or external flue gas treatment etc will be modeled. 

 The model must be able to handle inputs from all types of fuel, including biomass, 

waste and coals.   
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2. Theory 

This section will handle subjects important for the simulation of a boiler for solid fuels. These 

include the types of solid fuels available and their specific combustion behavior, a description 

of the combustion process for solid fuels and the type of boilers used for solid fuel 

combustion. A short theory section about the modeling program will be presented as well. 

2.1. Solid fuels used in boilers 

There are a wide variety of solid fuels available for use in different types of boilers. A rough 

division can be made between coal and renewable fuels [3].  

2.1.1. Coal  

Coal is a type of sediment rock formed from dead plant matter. It is developed through a 

process of oxygen free decomposition at elevated pressures [3]. Due to continuous 

sedimentation on the organic matter there is a pressure build-up, leading to both dewatering 

and compactisation. In the early stages of these processes water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen 

are released from the matter while in later stages mainly methane is released [3]. The first 

material formed is peat, followed by lignite (soft brown coal), bituminous coals (stone coal) 

and anthracites.  

Coal is mainly composed of carbon, but also other components like hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, 

nitrogen and various mineral components. The age of the coal has a strong influence on its 

properties, with younger coals having a significantly higher volatiles and moisture content 

compared to older coals [5]. Coal is one of the most abundant sources of energy, existing in 

far greater quantities than oil and natural gas [1]. It is the largest energy source for electricity 

production worldwide, even though the coal usage for energy applications in Sweden is very 

low [1] [4].  

There exist numerous classifications of coal between different countries, classifying coal 

according to its volatiles content, calorific value or moisture content. One classification is by 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). This classification is shown in 

Table 1 [5]. 

Table 1, classification of coals according to ASTM standard. Older coals are classified by 
volatile content while younger coals are classified by their calorific value. All values are on a 
dry, mineral matter free basis [5].  

Group Subgroup Volatile content [%] Calorific value 

[MJ/kg] 
Anthracite Meta anthracite 0-2 - 

Anthracite 2-8 - 
Semi-anthracite 8-14 - 

Bituminous coal Low-volatile biuminous coal 14-22 - 
Medium-volatile bituminous coal 22-31 - 

High volatile biuminous coal A 31-40 > 32.6 
High volatile biuminous coal B - 30.2-32.6 

High volatile biuminous coal C  - 26.7-30.2 

Subbituminous coal Subbituminous coal A - 24.2-26.7 
Subbituminous coal B - 22.1-24.4 
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Subbituminous coal C - 19.3-22.1 

Lignite Lignite A - 14.6-19.3 
Lignite B - 0-14.6 

 

Coal can either be burned as a fine powder or as larger chunks. The fine coal powder is easy 

to handle, burns relatively fast and boilers similar to boilers for liquid fuels can be used. The 

cost of grinding the coal to a powder is however expensive and only viable for very large 

thermal power plants. Therefore boilers that can handle larger coal chunks have been 

developed [3].  

2.1.2. Renewable solid fuels 

The renewable solid fuels can be divided into biomass, coming from agricultural areas and 

forests, and waste, the renewable part of the waste stream coming from human and industrial 

processes.  

The lower heating value (combustion energy, not including condensation energy of the 

formed water vapor) of dry and ash free biomass is typically around 20 MJ/kg [3]. With 

increasing moisture content this value decreases rapidly. The moisture content of newly 

harvested agricultural plants are typically less than 40% while fresh wood lies in the range of 

40-60% [3]. By drying the biomass the moisture content often decrease below 20% [3].  

The volatiles content in biomass is significantly higher than in coals and the ash content is 

often much lower. Ash is typically mineral matter and other non-combustible substances. 

While the volatiles content in old coals often is less than 15%, the typical volatiles content in 

biomass is 76% for wood and 73% for straw [3]. The ash content varies with the type of 

biomass and the type of coal, but is typically only a few percent in wood and twice as much in 

agricultural biomass [3]. While coals contain significant amounts of sulfur, the content in 

biomass is often very low. The chloride content in biomass can however often be high, 

making the biomass ash much more corrosive than coal ash [3].   

The ash softening (where the ash start to deform) and melting temperatures differ significantly 

between different fuel sources. For older coals, the softening temperature is often above 

1200°C, while for some types of straw it can be as low as 750°C which can cause problems in 

some types of boilers [6]. For most types of biomass (especially wood) the ash softening 

temperature is above 900°C [3].  

Three common types of waste are the household waste, the sewage sludge waste and the 

industrial waste [3]. Industrial wastes are often relatively homogeneous and of high quality, 

making it easy to burn. Household waste on the other hand is often a mixture of organics, 

burnable synthetic materials, metals, glass and other non-combustible materials. The lower 

heating value of household waste differ between different countries depending on 

consumption behaviors and recycling, in Sweden the lower heating value is 9-13 MJ/kg [3].  

Due to a very high moisture content sewage sludge are mechanically dewatered before 

combustion, reducing the water content from about 96% to around 60% [3]. The sludge may 
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also be thermally dried before combustion. Due to the high water content and high ash content 

(typically around 30-50%) the lower heating value of sewage sludge lie around 1-3 MJ/kg [3].  

 

2.2. The process of combustion for solid fuels 

The process of combustion of solid fuels in an oxygen containing atmosphere can be divided 

into three steps; drying, devolatilization and char burning. For small fuel particles the 

temperature is uniform throughout the particles and all three processes occur sequentially [7]. 

For larger solids the temperature gradient throughout the solid can be significant and all 

processes occur simultaneously [7]. Whether the processes occur simultaneously or 

sequentially can be found by calculating the Biot number, see eq. (1) [7]. 

    
    

  
 (1) 

 

For Biot numbers much less than one, the internal temperature gradients are small, while for 

high Biot numbers, the heat transport to the surface of the particle is higher than the internal 

heat conduction [7]. This results in a temperature wave from the surface to the centre of the 

particle with the processes of drying, devolatilization and char combustion following as the 

temperature increases [7].  

The extent of moisture in solid fuels differ significantly, with biomass having a very high 

moisture content and coal having a much lower moisture content. During drying the solid is 

first heated to the evaporation temperature of the water and then all moisture in the particle is 

evaporated. For biomass the high moisture content require significant amounts of energy for 

evaporation. This decreases the usable energy output from biomass, if the heat of 

condensation in the flue gases is not recovered.  

When the particle has dried the temperature increase and the solid fuel starts to decompose, 

releasing volatile substances. This process is called devolatilization [7]. The volatiles consist 

mainly of light hydrocarbons like methane together with carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen and water vapor. Significant amount of tars (heavy hydrocarbons) can also be 

produced, but are usually quickly oxidized to lighter products [8]. During devolatilization the 

volatile products ignite and form a flame around the particle consuming all oxygen close to 

the particle, thus preventing char burning [7]. The flame heats the particle further, increasing 

temperature and devolatilization rate until all volatiles are consumed [7]. During biomass 

pyrolysis, hemicelluloses are the first substances to pyrolyze, followed by cellulose and 

lignin. During coal pyrolysis, younger coals like lignite start to pyrolyze at lower temperatures 

compared to older coals like anthracite [7].  

After the devolatilization only highly porous char remains and the char combustion starts. The 

solid get highly porous from the loss of materials during drying and devolatilization and 

because of this the oxygen can easily penetrate the fuel [7]. Depending on combustion 

conditions and fuel the combustion occurs either equally over the whole particle, increasing 

the porosity of the particle further or at the surface of the particle, decreasing its diameter [7]. 
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Char combustion is highly exothermic and the particles get a significantly higher temperature 

compared to the surrounding gas. The process of char combustion takes significantly longer 

time compared to the processes of drying and devolatilization [6].  

2.3. Boilers for solid fuel combustion 

Solid fuels are either burned directly (wood logs or chips, chunks of coal) or milled into a fine 

powder (sawdust, coal powder). The size of the fuel particles greatly impact the combustion 

characteristics and the type of boiler used. For powders the fuel can be injected directly and 

mixed with air for combustion, similarly to liquid and gaseous fuels. For larger solids the 

most common types of boilers are the grate fired boiler and the fluidized bed [7]. Only boilers 

burning larger solids will be treated here, as these are the most interesting to model. 

2.3.1. Grate fired boiler 

The grate fired boiler is one of the oldest systems for burning solid fuels. It can either have a 

fixed or a moving bed, with a moving bed more common for larger units. With a moving bed 

the solid fuel is fed onto a sloping and moving grate, driving the fuel further into the boiler 

[7]. The capacity of grate fired boilers is relatively low, from less than one MW thermal effect 

and up to about 150 MW thermal [3]. In many areas the grate fired boiler has been replaced 

with either boilers using coal powder or by fluidized bed boilers. However one application 

still dominated by grate fired boilers is for waste incineration [3]. Two common types of grate 

fired boilers are the Spreader Stoker and the Traveling Grate Stoker, both of the moving bed 

type. 

In the Traveling Grate Stoker fuel is fed from one end onto a circulating belt. Air is blown 

from below through the fuel layer on the belt, resulting in drying, pyrolysis and char burning 

as the belt moves [7]. Supplementary air is injected above the grate giving a complete 

combustion of all fuel gases. The air blown from below also serves to cool the belt and can 

therefore not be preheated to very high temperatures [3]. This type of boiler is suitable for 

fuels with a narrow particle size distribution, if the fuel contains fines these may fall down 

through the belt leading to boiler losses [3]. The combustion can take very long due to the 

formation of an ash layer around the particle hindering oxygen penetration. This makes the 

fuel residence time very long. 

For fuels containing fines, a Spreader Stoker is often more appropriate. In this the fuel is 

thrown out on the bed, causing small fines to ignite and burn even before landing on the bed 

[3]. Due to elutriation (small particles following the gas flow) the fly ashes is often recycled 

to the bed as they still contain combustible char [3].   

2.3.2. Fluidized bed boiler 

Fluidized bed combustion was originally developed for combustion of coals with high sulfur 

content. The formed sulfur dioxides can easily be neutralized by addition of limestone into the 

bed [6]. The boiler is excellent for burning low value fuels and has a great advantage as it can 

burn several different fuels at once [6]. The characteristic feature of the fluidized bed 

combustion compared to conventional boilers is that the combustion takes place in a fluidized 

bed of inert solid material. The fluidization is created by the upward flow of combustion air. 

The operating temperature of a fluidized bed boiler is narrow, around 800-900°C. Lower 
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temperatures lead to decreased boiler efficiency while a too high temperature can lead to ash 

sintering, causing the bed to clog [6]. 

In contrast to the grate-fired boilers where the bed consists solely of fuel, most of the bed in a 

fluidized bed boiler consists of inert material with a fuel content of only a few percent [7].  

The most common types of fluidized bed boilers are the bubbling fluidized bed boiler (the 

boiler that will be modeled) and the circulating fluidized bed boiler [3]. The fluidization 

regime of the boiler is determined by the fluidization velocity, these regimes are explained in 

the next section. 

2.3.2.1. Regimes of gas-solid fluidization 

The regimes of a gas-solid mixture can be classified into the following categories; fixed bed, 

bubbling bed, turbulent bed, fast fluidization and pneumatic transport. A schematic figure of 

these regimes is illustrated in Figure 1, along with the characteristic pressure drop over the 

bed at the specific regime.  

 

Figure 1, schematic view of the pressure drop for different fluidization regimes for a fluidized 

bed, characterized by the gas velocity [6].  

From Figure 1 it is clear that the pressure drop increase with increasing gas velocity until the 

onset of fluidization and thereafter maintain a constant value, equal to the weight of the bed 

[3]. The small peak of the pressure drop at the onset of fluidization is due to the presence of 

adhesive forces between the particles, which disappear as the particles begin to move [6]. 

With velocities slightly above minimum fluidization velocity, bubbles begin to form and the 

bed can be considered to be composed of two phases; the emulsion phase with solids and gas 

at fluidization and the bubble phase, which is almost free of particles [6]. The bubbles 

contribute largely to the mixing of the bed, with particles flowing upwards in the wake of the 

bubbles and particles flowing downwards around the bubbles and at the walls. When bubbles 

reach the surface they burst, hurling particles far above the bed [6]. 

As the gas velocity is increased the bubbling bed is expanding and finally reaches the 

turbulent fluidization regime where larger bubbles are split into smaller and irregularly shaped 

voids and the bed starts to homogenize [6]. The transition from bubbling to turbulent bed 
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takes place gradually as the velocity is increased and an exact limit can be hard to determine 

[6].  

By further increasing the fluidization velocity the bed reaches the so called fast fluidization 

regime where the number of particles entrained in the flow abruptly increases.  During this 

regime a large part of the particles are entrained in the flow, even though many fall back as 

they come further up in the boiler [6]. This backward flow of solid particles creates a very 

intense mixing and large solid-gas interaction and some units are therefore designed to 

operate in this regime, these are called circulating fluidized beds.  As many particles escape 

the boiler during this fluidization regime a large recirculation is needed as the whole bed 

otherwise will be transported out of the boiler [6].  

At even higher velocities the back-flow of particles ceases and the particles move uniformly 

upwards with the gas flow without any strong particle-particle interaction. This flow regime is 

called pneumatic transport [6]. 

2.3.2.2. Bubbling fluidized bed 

The bubbling fluidized bed work in the bubbling regime. Because of the relatively low rate of 

fluidization, almost no solids are entrained in the flow and the need for solids recirculation is 

low [6]. However many boilers use fly ash recirculation, as some unburned char often escape 

with the fly ash, to increase the boiler efficiency [6].  Due to the low fluidization velocity the 

bed has a clearly defined bed surface, which is not found in boilers working in the fast 

fluidization regime. The walls of the bed are usually covered with water tubes recovering heat 

from the bed. In some cases this cooling is not enough to keep the bed temperature at 800-

900°C and immersed heat exchangers are used also [6]. The heat transfer in the bed part of the 

boiler is high, mainly due to the inert fluidized particles while the heat transfer in the region 

above the bed is lower than in conventional boilers due to lower temperatures [3]. A 

schematic figure of a bubbling fluidized bed boiler is shown in Figure 2 [6]. 

 

Figure 2, bubbling fluidized bed boiler with major parts labeled. In the bubbling fluidized bed 

the bubbles and the emulsion phase can be distinguished.  
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The fuel can be fed to the bed in two different ways, depending on the fuel properties. For 

larger particles, reactive coals and biomass, the fuel is fed on top of the bed [3]. This gives an 

even distribution of the fuel over the bed. For smaller particles and less reactive fuels, the fuel 

is fed directly into the bed. This does not give as good fuel distribution as over bed feeding, 

but the fuel entrainment is minimized [3].  

The region over the bed is called the freeboard, and is almost free of solid particles. In this 

region any residual volatiles are burned. Due to the presence of bubbles in the bed, some of 

the oxygen may not be available for the combustion. In the turbulent flow over the freeboard 

this residual oxygen is mixed with the rest of the gas flow, burning any residual volatiles [9]. 

For reactive coals and biomass this can lead to a flame appearing on top of the bed, making 

the temperature in the initial part of the freeboard higher than in the bed [9]. When staged air 

flow is used the temperature in the freeboard can be significantly higher than in the bed. 

The greatest advantage of bubbling fluidized bed combustion boilers over conventional 

boilers is the possibility to burn fuels of low quality and high ash or moisture content [3]. 

Bubbling fluidized beds can burn fuels with up to 60% moisture and up to 70% ash [6]. It can 

burn all types of fuel ranging from coal, biomass of different kinds, domestic waste and 

industrial waste. The typical boiler efficiency is 90% without fly ash recirculation and over 

98% including fly ash separation [6]. Reactive fuels are easily burnt while some high equality 

coals are harder, yielding lower efficiencies [6].  

Due to the lower operating temperature of the boiler, the flue gas emissions of nitrous oxides 

are significantly lower than in conventional boilers [6]. By addition of limestone into the bed 

the sulfur content of the fuel is significantly reduced, removing the need for after treatment of 

the flue gases for sulfur oxides [6]. This gives a clear economic advantage to the fluidized bed 

boilers compared to conventional boilers. To further reduce the emissions of nitrous oxides, 

some of the air can be injected above the bed, lowering the oxygen concentrations in the bed 

and thereby the amount of nitrous oxides formed.  

One of the shortcomings of the bubbling fluidized bed is a relatively low horizontal mixing 

rate in the bed [6]. While the vertical mixing is very good, the horizontal is significantly 

lower. Because of this a high number of feed points are needed for fuels to be fed below the 

bed surface [6]. For very large boilers the number of feed points needed can be substantial, 

resulting in that very large fluidized bed boilers are unpractical to build [6]. Another 

shortcoming is the relatively high recirculation ratio of fly ash needed to achieve high 

combustion efficiencies (up to 5:1). Another major disadvantage is the large corrosion present 

in the bed resulting from the fluidized particles.  

The turndown ratio (boiler load) of a fluidized bed is usually not that good, lower gas 

velocities does not lower the heat transfer to the water tubed walls enough to compensate for 

much lower fuel inputs. To improve turndown ratio of fluidized bed combustion boilers the 

fluidized bed can be divided into several compartments, allowing only some of them to be 

utilized at lower loads [6].  
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2.3.2.3. Circulating fluidized bed boiler 

The circulating fluidized bed boiler is a relatively new technique. The first commercial boilers 

where built during the 1980s and were developed to overcome some of the basic 

disadvantages with bubbling fluidized beds [6]. 

In circulating fluidized beds the gas velocity is significantly higher compared to bubbling 

fluidized beds. In the lower part of the furnace the conditions are similar to bubbling fluidized 

beds while higher up in the boiler the differences are momentous. The gas velocity is higher 

than the particle free fall velocity resulting in a significant flow of particles with the gas. 

Many of them fall back higher up in the furnace, causing very high vertical and horizontal 

mixing and large heat exchange with the gas phase [6]. Exiting gas is led to a cyclone 

separating the particles from the gas. The inert particle size is considerably smaller than those 

in bubbling fluidized beds, around 50-300 µm, compared to 0.5-2 mm [6]. Due to the 

intensive circulation, the high heat transfer and high heat capacity of the solids the 

temperature is constant throughout the boiler [6]. While combustion and heat transfer is high 

in the bed section of a bubbling fluidized bed, the whole boiler is utilized in the circulating 

fluidized bed [6]. A schematic figure of a circulating fluidized bed boiler is shown in Figure 3 

[3]. 

 

 

Figure 3, circulating fluidized bed boiler with major parts labeled 

 Circulating fluidized beds have smaller cross sectional area and are higher compared to 

bubbling fluidized beds, see Figure 3. This combined with the fact that the mixing is stronger 

decreases the need for many fuel injection points. Therefore it is easier to build large 

circulating fluidized beds [3].  
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As the fuel is recirculated until complete combustion (except for small amounts not separated 

by the cyclone) the combustion efficiency is very high, typically 99.5% [6]. The high and 

uniform temperature throughout the boiler also increases the sulfur dioxide reduction, making 

it much higher than in bubbling fluidized beds [6].  

By changing the recirculation rate of solid particles the load of the boiler can easily be 

controlled. A lower recirculation rate significantly decreases the heat transfer to the water 

tubed walls and allows turndown ratios of up to 1:5 [6]. The bed, or lower part of the boiler is 

usually covered with fire proof bricks and there are no immersed heat exchangers inside the 

boiler. This significantly decreases the corrosion inside the boiler [6].  

One of the disadvantages of the circulating fluidized bed is that it requires smaller fuel and 

lime particles, making fuel preparation more expensive. Lime stone particles should not 

exceed 0.5 mm while fuel particles should be below 10 mm. The boiler itself also has a higher 

consumption of electricity compared to a bubbling fluidized bed decreasing the boiler 

efficiency [6].   

2.3.2.4. Comparison of bubbling and circulating fluidized bed boilers 

As conclusion bubbling fluidized beds are superior for low and medium capacity boilers up to 

about 50 MW thermal effect [6]. They are good for fuels with higher volatile content, like 

biomass or low grade coals and for less strict environmental regulations [6]. The circulating 

fluidized bed is a more complex boiler and is suitable for higher loads, for burning of fuel 

with less volatiles and with more strict environmental regulation [6]. Lastly, fluidized bed 

combustion boilers are superior to all other boiler techniques for burning of low quality solid 

fuels [6].  

2.4. Dymola 

The boiler model is built in the modeling and programming software Dymola. Dymola is an 

object oriented programming tool with a standard library and with the possibility of creating 

new objects. It is useful for handling large, complex and dynamic systems with multiple 

layered objects. Dymola uses automatic formula manipulation which minimizes the need for 

manual equation manipulation [10]. The programming is based on the programming code 

Modelica. Models can be built from already existing objects or new objects can be created by 

switching to the programming view.  

The programming is made using a system of Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE). 

Different solvers are available for solving the system, where the default solver is Dassl. It can 

be used for solving implicit systems of algebraic equations, instead of solving them explicitly 

as is done with for example Euler. Using the implicit solving method more systems are 

possible to solve than with an explicit solver. Dassl also uses a non-fixed step method which 

increases the stability and possibility of finding a solution, especially for stiff systems. 
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3. Modeling theory of a bubbling fluidized bed boiler 

In this section modeling theory for fluidized bed combustion will be described. This starts 

with a short introduction to different types of models, followed by a description of the 

hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed as well as empirical and semi-empirical correlations used to 

model specific features of the bed. Heat and mass transfer between phases are described in 

sections 3.3 and 3.4 while particle wear is described in section 3.5. The modeling of the fuel 

combustion is described in section 3.6. 

3.1. Types of models 

A large number of models of fluidized bed combustion have been published over the years. 

The level of detail between these models differs significantly. To get an overview of the 

modeling of fluidized bed combustion these models can be classified according to the level of 

simplification used to solve the fluid dynamics. The models can be classified into 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, fluidization models and grey box models 

(advanced black box) [11].  

CFD models solve the fundamental transport equations for all the phases, usually with model-

specific correlations for the interaction terms between phases and for the kinetics. These 

models are very computationally demanding for a steady state solution and even more so for 

dynamic conditions. An example of a dynamic CFD model is a model presented by Chen et al 

[12]. 

A common and highly researched type of models is the one dimensional fluidization model. 

This model assumes that the bed consists of a bubble phase and an emulsion phase and in 

some cases a cloud phase surrounding the bubbles [13] [14]. The bubbles are assumed to be 

free of particles and moving upward in a plug flow from the bottom to the top of the bed [14]. 

All interaction with the emulsion phase, as well as bubble growth and coalescence are 

described by empirical correlations. The emulsion phase consists of gas and solid particles in 

a state of fluidization and is often considered to be perfectly mixed [14]. An early bubbling 

fluidized bed boiler model that can be classified as a fluidization model was developed by 

Sarofim and Beer [15]. More comprehensive models of this type have been developed for 

example by Gomez-Barea and Leckner [11], by Souza-Santos [13] [14] and by Oka [6].  

The grey box models consist of overall mass, heat and momentum balances for the fluidized 

bed. As kinetics is involved, the bed is usually modeled as a perfectly mixed tank. 

Equilibrium relations can also be used instead of real kinetics to describe the composition in 

the reactor [11]. An example of a dynamic grey box model of a bubbling fluidized bed boiler 

is given by Surasani et al. [9].  

In this project a grey box model is created using many correlations and relationships from the 

1D fluidization models. This is to create a model that is simple enough for real time 

simulation but accurate enough to correctly predict the boiler performance. 

3.2. Hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed 

Most of the differences between regular solid fuel combustion units and a fluidized bed 

combustion boiler arise from the presence of an inert fluidized solid phase [6]. The presence 
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of this phase has a substantial impact on the combustion characteristics and is therefore 

important to understand.  

The solid phase in a fluidized bed combustion boiler does not consist of a single type of 

material, but the inert (often sand) is mixed with other solids like coal/biomass, char, ash from 

the fuel and limestone for sulfur emissions control [11]. These solids often have a size 

distribution ranging over a large interval of sizes. During modeling a single particle size is 

however often assumed for each solid [6]. Another common assumption is that of spherical 

particles. The actual sphericity typically ranges from 0.6-0.9 for the most commonly used 

materials [6].   

3.2.1. Modeling a bubbling fluidized bed 

At the onset of fluidization, the pressure drop equals the weight of the bed. This fact can be 

used to calculate the onset of fluidization by combining the Ergun equation, eq. (2) [16], with 

a pressure balance of the fixed bed, eq. (3). Combining this with the experimentally found 

data by Wen and Yu in eq. (4) [17] gives a correlation for the minimum fluidization velocity, 

eq. (5). 
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Another important parameter is the maximum fluidization velocity where entrainment starts to 

occur. The maximum fluidization velocity is given by eq. (6), the definition of the Reynolds 

number (see Notations) and the friction coefficient for a spherical particle, given in Table 2. 
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 Table 2, the friction coefficient for a spherical particle. 

Range of Reynolds numbers  Friction coefficient, CD 

             

                    

                  

 

It is important to take the polydispersity (size variation) of the solids into account. It will 

decrease the feasible velocity range for the gas phase making it relatively narrow [6]. 
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As the velocity increase above the minimum fluidization velocity the bed will expand further, 

the expansion can be found by calculating the porosity of the bed. An expression for the 

porosity at velocities above the minimum fluidization velocity is given by eq. (7) [6]. 

       *
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In a fluidized bed particle elutriation, loss of particles from the bed, will always occur. The 

main causes for this are particle attrition (see section 3.5) and bubble bursting at the surface, 

giving some particles a very high velocity [18]. Particles with a free fall velocity higher than 

the gas velocity will always fall back into the bed if the freeboard region is sufficiently high 

[18]. Particles with a free fall velocity lower than the gas velocity will however always follow 

the gases out of the boiler. The height at which particles at a certain size start to fall back to 

the bed can be calculated. One estimate of the so called transport disengaging height can be 

found from calculating the elutriation rate constants, eq. (8) [19] and (9) [18], and defining the 

transport disengaging height as the height at which the mass flow rate of particles out of the 

reactor has reached 99% of its value at infinite height, eq. (10) [18]. 
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The bubbles in a fluidized bed are created near the gas distributor plate at the bottom of the 

bed and rise upwards in a vertical manner to the top of the bed [14]. Depending on the type of 

solid material in the bed the bubbles can rise quickly with almost no mass exchange with the 

surrounding emulsion phase, causing some of the incoming air to bypass the bed, or rise 

slowly with good mass exchange with the emulsion phase [6]. The bubbles grow and become 

larger due to coalesence as they rise through the bed. For beds with high height/diameter ratio, 

plug flow may occur, causing very different bed characteristics compared to bubbling 

fluidized beds [6].   

The velocity of a single rising bubble may be calculated using an analogy to rising bubbles in 

a liquid, eq. (11), as these processes are similar [20]. 

           √    (11) 

 

The bubble diameter depends on how far from the distributor plate the bubble has traveled. 

For a bed material with larger particles of the size typically used in fluidized bed combustion, 

eq. (12) can be used to calculate the bubble diameter [11]. 
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For a real fluidized bed the presence of other bubbles increase the velocity of the bubble due 

to wake formation behind the bubble, a better estimation of the bubble velocity is therefore 

given by eq. (13) [6]. 

                   (13) 

 
The bubble void fraction in the bed can be found from eq. (14) and (15) [11]. 
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The mass transfer coefficient for mass transfer between the bubble and emulsion phase can be 

determined from eq. (16) [11]. It takes into account both convective and diffusive mass 

transfer. 
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3.3. Heat transfer in bubbling fluidized bed boiler 

In fluidized bed combustion there are a number of heat transfer processes that usually are 

included in a model. These are heat transfer between the gas and the inert solid phase, the heat 

transfer between the fuel and gas phase and heat transfer between the bed and immersed 

cooling surfaces [6].  

3.3.1. Heat transfer between inert solid phase and gas phase in the bed 

The temperature in a fluidized bed is almost completely homogeneous due to the intensive 

mixing occurring with the inert material. Even with an operating temperature at 800-900°C, 

incoming air at ambient temperature and highly exothermic reactions occurring in the gas 

phase the temperature difference between the gas phase and solid phase is rarely more than a 

few degrees [6]. The low temperature difference is due to the high heat transfer that exists 

between the solid particles and the gas phase, mainly due to the very high contact area [6]. 

The solid phase has a very large heat capacity compared to the gas and therefore stabilizes the 

bed temperature, evening out any fluctuations in gas inlet temperature or fuel quality.  

The standard correlation for heat transfer between a gas and a single particle is according to 

equation (17) [6]. 
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This correlation is however inferior when applied to a fluidized bed. An empirical correlation 

developed for fluidized beds, also taking into account axial dispersion, by Gunn is found in 

equation (18) [21].  

                (        
         )                   

          (18) 

 

This equation is valid for 0.35 <   < 1 and Rep > 15.  

3.3.2. Heat transfer between fuel particles and the bed 

After the cold fuel particle is injected into the bed, the particle is heated to evaporation 

temperature and moisture is evaporated. When all moisture is evaporated, the particle 

temperature increases and the processes of devolatilization and thereafter char burning takes 

place [14]. During drying and devolatilization heat is transferred to the particle while heat is 

transferred from the particle during the char combustion. When the particle is ignited the 

particle temperature can be significantly higher than in the surrounding gas and inert solid [9]. 

As the fuel load in a fluidized bed usually is very low, 2-5 wt%, any fuel-fuel particle 

interaction can be neglected [6] [7].  

The heat transfer between the fuel particles and the bed is by gas convection, particle contact 

and radiation. Particle radiation has not been sufficiently researched and is therefore often 

neglected [6]. For fuel particles at the same size or smaller than the inert particles the 

convective heat transfer is most important while particle contact has major impact for large 

fuel particles. The heat transfer coefficient between fuel particle and bed is dependent on the 

fluidization velocity and show a maximum value at the optimal fluidization velocity. The 

maximum heat transfer increases with a decrease in fuel particle size [6]. Equation (19) show 

a correlation for the maximum heat transfer coefficient at optimal fluidization velocity [6]. 
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Where n and fT  is given by eq. (20) and (21) respectively. 
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The correlation is made for inert particles of diameters from 131 µm to 1010 µm, fuel particle 

diameters of 4 mm to 20 mm and bed temperatures up to 900°C [6]. 

3.3.3. Heat transfer between bed, walls and immersed heat exchangers 

One of the characteristic features of fluidized beds is the greatly enhanced heat transfer to 

immersed walls and heat exchangers. This is mainly due to the much larger heat capacity and 

mobility of the solid phase compared to a homogeneous gas phase [6]. The heat transfer 

mechanisms in fluidized beds are very complex, but can be divided into heat transfer by 

particle motion and contact, gas convection by gas in bubbles and gas in the emulsion phase 
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and heat transfer by radiation [6]. At bed temperatures below 600-700°C the heat transfer due 

to radiation can be neglected. The most important properties that determine the intensity of 

the heat transfer is the fluidization velocity and the particle size [6].  

A mechanistic way of modeling the heat transfer, called the packet-renewal model, is 

presented by Basu [22]. The heat transfer is divided into three parts, particle convection, gas 

convection and radiation. The largest contribution to the heat transfer is given by the particle 

convection [22].  

According to the packet-renewal model, clusters of particles at bed temperature are swept to 

the wall surface by action of the bubbles [22]. These clusters stay in contact with the wall for 

a certain time before being swept away and replaced by another cluster of particles. During 

the particle-wall contact the particles are transferring heat by conduction to the tube covered 

wall. The particle conduction is made up of contributions from the bubble and the emulsion 

phase. Because of the low particle concentration in the bubble phase, this contribution is only 

a fraction of the contribution from the emulsion and is often neglected [22]. Neglecting the 

bubble phase contribution the particle convective heat transfer coefficient can be written 

according to eq. (22) [22]. 

                           (22) 

 

The fraction of tube surface covered by bubbles,   , is given by eq. (23) [22]. 
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The convective heat transfer of the emulsion phase is modeled as two resistances in series, the 

contact resistance,   , and the packet resistance,   . The contact resistance is the heat 

transfer resistance between the bed and outer particles in the cluster. The packet resistance is 

the resistance within the cluster. An empirical factor derived from experiments is used to take 

overlap between the resistances into account. The emulsion heat transfer coefficient is given 

by eq. (24) [22]. The resistances are shown in eq. (25) and (26) [22]. 
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The contact time,   , is given by eq. (27) [22]. 
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The effective thermal conductivity,   , is obtained by eq. (28) and the thermal conductivity of 

the cluster,   , is given by eq. (29) [22]. 
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The gas convective component of the bed-wall heat transfer component can be calculated by 

eq. (30) for Retube  < 2000 and by eq. (31) for Retube > 2000 according to Basu [22].  

                     (30) 
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The radiative component of the bed-wall heat transfer component is given by eq. (32). 

According to Basu the effective bed temperature should be taken as 85% of the bulk 

temperature due to the lower particle temperature close to the cooling surface [22].  
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The total bed-wall heat transfer coefficient is given by eq. (33). 

                                 (33) 

 

Various experimental correlations for heat transfer to immersed surfaces also exist, where the 

correlation presented by Wen and Leva in [23] and the correlation by Zabrodsky et al. 

presented in [24] yield good predictions according to Oka [6]. 

3.3.4. Heat transfer modeling in the freeboard area 

The heat transfer intensity in the freeboard is significantly lower due to the very low particle 

concentration. The main transfer mechanisms are by gas convection and by radiation [22]. 

The temperature profile over the freeboard can differ significantly depending on the type of 

fuel and bed conditions [6]. For high volatile fuels a large part of the devolatilization gases 

may burn in the freeboard region, causing flames to appear. Because of this, the temperature 

in the freeboard may be higher than the bed temperature [6]. Typically the temperature drop 

along the freeboard due to the continuous cooling from the water tubed walls.  
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The axial heat transport in the freeboard is not only by flow, but also by radiation as large 

temperature gradients can exist in the gas [25]. As the emissivity of the bed is very high, and 

its temperature often is higher than the gas in the freeboard, a significant heat transport from 

the bed may also occur, see section 4.1.2.1. 

There are several different approaches to modeling the radiation in a furnace, some of the 

more important are described by Mishra et al. [26]. One popular method is the zonal model 

where the furnace is discretized into cells, both axially and radially. View factors between 

each block is calculated and from this the radial exchange can be found, this model is 

described in several articles [27] [28]. 

Bueters et al. developed an axial radiative exchange model based on slicing the furnace gas 

volume into cells in the flow direction, see Figure 4 [29]. The model is based on a grey body 

emissivity model of the gas with an exponential decay of the radiation intensity with length 

form the radiation source [29]. Dounit et al. modeled axial radiation using this model but with 

a somewhat different formulation, shown in eq. (34) [25] [30].  
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The total radiation from a slice i,   , is given by eq.(35).  

            
  (35) 

 

 

 

Figure 4, discretized freeboard region. The arrows show the axial radiative exchange 
calculated by eq. (34). Each slice has a unique temperature and emissivity.  
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The gas emissivity depends on the characteristic radiative length as well as the content of 

absorbing gases, mainly water and carbon dioxide. The emissivity is usually calculated from 

the so called Hottel charts [31]. In these charts the individual emissivities of carbon dioxide 

and water and correction factors for pressure deviations and spectral overlap are given as 

functions of temperature, characteristic radiation length and partial pressure [31]. These are 

then combined into a total emissivity, see eq. (36). 
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The characteristic length is defined according to eq. (37). 
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Mehrotra et al. have fitted these Hottel charts according to empirical equations to allow for 

use in computer simulations, these equations are not presented here but can be found in [31]. 

Bahadori et al. have made a similar but less extensive correlation for the gas emissivity, this 

can be found in [32].  

Heat transfer to the walls in the freeboard is by gas convection and radiation. As the particle 

concentration in the freeboard of a bubbling fluidized bed is low, particle entrainment is 

neglected [22]. According to Basu, eq. (30) and eq. (31) can be used to describe the heat 

transfer due to gas convection in the freeboard [22]. The radiative heat transfer to the walls 

can be modeled by a radiative heat exchange equation, see eq. (38) [6]. 
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3.4. Mass transfer resistance 

Both outer mass transfer resistance to the particle and inner mass transfer resistance in the 

particle may be significant in a fluidized bed boiler. In this section correlations are described 

to take the inner and outer mass transport resistance into consideration. 

3.4.1. Outer mass transport resistance between gas and fuel particle 

For the char combustion reactions (see Section 3.6.6) significant outer mass transfer 

resistance can occur at the high combustion temperature of the char particles.  

The mass transfer to fuel particles in a fluidized bed is significantly lower compared to the 

mass transfer around a free sphere due to the hindrance from the other particles. A simple 

expression for the mass transfer analogous to eq. (17) is given in eq. (39) [6]. 

                         (39) 
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The ratio of fuel particle diameter to inert solid particle diameter has a significant effect on 

the mass transfer and this is not taken into consideration by eq. (39) [6]. For fuel sizes close to 

the size of the inert material, eq. (39) can be used. An increase in the inert material size yields 

a higher mass transfer rate due to the increase in minimum fluidization velocity while an 

increase in fuel particle size yields a lower mass transfer rate, probably due to an increase in 

boundary layer size around the particle [6]. Higher fluidization velocities seem to have no 

effect on the mass transfer and calculations can therefore be conducted for minimum 

fluidization velocity [6]. Eq. (40) gives a correlation for the mass transport when the ratio of 

the particle diameters is not close to unity [6].  
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Where   is given by eq. (41) and    by eq. (42) [6]. 
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The correlation is based on experiments with fuel particle diameters from 4 mm to 20 mm and 

fuel to inert particle diameter ratios of about 5 to 200.  

3.4.2. Inner mass transport resistance inside the char particles  

The effect of inner mass transfer can be taken care of by the use of an efficiency factor in the 

rate expression. This efficiency factor can be calculated according to eq. (43) assuming the 

particles are spherical and the reaction is first order (which is usually assumed for char 

combustion) [36].  
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Where   represent the Thiele modulus, which for a first order reaction and spherical particle 

is defined according to eq. (44) [33].  
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The effective diffusion inside the particle can be calculated according to eq. (45) [33]. 
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For large pores the pore diffusivity can be approximated with the gas diffusivity while for 

small pores, less than 1 µm, the Knudsen diffusion coefficient can be used, see eq. (46) [34].  
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3.5. Fragmentation and attrition of the fuel particle  

The processes of fragmentation and attrition (wear) are important during modeling as they can 

increase the number and decrease the size of fuel particles in the fluidized bed [35]. When 

fuel particles enter the boiler they are subject to extreme temperature gradients, strong 

mechanical action from the inert solids and internal pressure from the fast devolatilization 

process creating gases inside the particle [35].  

Fragmentation processes are divided into groups depending on their physical nature. 

Fragmentation due to thermal stresses and due to internal pressure increase is called primary 

fragmentation. Char particle fragmentation due to internal burning and decrease in porosity is 

called secondary fragmentation and the mechanical stress on the particles from the inert 

material producing fines are called attrition [6].  

With primary fragmentation, the fuel particle may swell and/or fragment during 

devolatilization depending on properties of the fuel [35]. Due to very intense heating of the 

particle the devolatilization may be very violent leading to a rapid pressure increase inside the 

particle from the increase of volatiles volume. For particles with high porosity the volatiles 

can escape the particle while for particles with lower porosity the devolatilization will lead to 

swelling and/or fragmentation of the particle [35]. Whether the particle will fragment or not 

can be estimated using eq. (47) together with Figure 5 [35]. For values above the line the 

particle will most likely fragment while particles with values below the line is not probable to 

fragment.  

 
                            

                 

                            
 

 

(47) 

It should be noted that the model is developed for bituminous coals and usage for other coals 

or biomass may not be correct [35]. 
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Figure 5, particle diameter given as a function of pore resistance number. Particles above the 

line are likely to fragment while particles under the line are not likely to fragment [35]. 

The process of attrition is the process of formation of very small char particles due to 

mechanical stress from the inert solid particles. These small particles are small enough to be 

elutriated out of the boiler before complete burnout, which can lead to significant boiler 

losses [6]. While not all particles suffer from primary or secondary fragmentation, attrition is 

always present in a fluidized bed boiler. The attrition of a burning fuel particle is much faster 

than attrition of an inert particle with the same mechanical strength. This is due to the 

continuous formation of cracks and surface roughness from the heterogeneous reactions 

taking place on the fuel particle [36].  

3.6.  Fuel combustion modeling 

Combustion is a complex phenomenon including a large number of reactions, especially with 

solid fuels. To accurately model combustion in a fluidized bed the devolatilization process, 

along with char burning and burning of the light gases and tars produced during 

devolatilization, needs to be understood and modeled. Drying of the particle is usually 

considered very fast and will therefore not be included here [6]. Emission for nitrogen oxide 

and sulfur dioxide will also be discussed and modeled. 

3.6.1. Fuel properties 

Basic properties of the fuel may not always be known, this section aims at giving some basic 

relations for determining fuel properties from the elemental composition of the fuel. The 

section is divided into coal fuels and renewable fuels. 

3.6.1.1. Coal 

A table over coal elemental compositions for a large number of American coals is given by 

Anthony et al. [37]. This table can be used to estimate the elemental composition if this is not 

known, based on the classification of the coal. 

The heat of combustion for a coal fuel is an important parameter. It can be calculated 

according to eq. (48), if the elemental composition is known. The correlation was developed 

by Neavel et al. by multivariate analysis of numerous coals [38]. The elemental compositions 
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are given in wt% dry (ash containing) basis and the heat of combustion is given on a dry 

basis. 

                                                  (48) 

 

Another important coal property is the volatile matter content. Although the volatiles content 

is dependent on the specific conditions in the boiler and on the particle size and type, see 

Section 3.6.2, an estimate of the volatiles content can be found using eq. (49), developed by 

Neavel et al. for devolatilization of coal powder under rapid heating to 900°C [38].  

           [ ]       [ ]  [ ]     [ ] (49) 

 

The concentrations are in wt% dry (not ash free) basis. Experiments carried out by 

Merick [39] in a fluidized bed show that the volatile content usually is lower than predicted 

by eq. (49) and a better estimate of the release of volatiles in a fluidized bed may be given by 

eq. (50) [39]. 

                
  (50) 

 

It should be noted that the above equation is established for bituminous coal and may not give 

accurate results for other types of fuel. 

The coal density can be estimated by eq. (51), also developed by Neavel et al. The 

components are given in wt%. 

                                           (51) 

 

3.6.1.2. Renewable fuel 

Other equations need to be used for prediction of renewable fuel properties. An estimation of 

the higher heating value for wood and plant material is given in eq. (52). by Friedl et al [40]. 

Compositions are given in wt% dry and heating value in kJ/kg. 

                                                 (52) 

 

From experiments, Tepper established the hypothetical formula for dry biomass to        

and biochar to             . Based on the work by Tepper, the pyrolysis formula described in 

eq. (53) was created by Surasami [8] [9]. It can be used to estimate the relation between 

volatiles and char in biomass. 

                                                              (53) 

 

The properties of municipal waste differ from the properties of wood and plant biomass, see 

Section 2.1.2. An equation for prediction of the higher heating value from elemental 

composition of the municipal waste is given in eq. (54), developed by Kathiravale et al. [41]. 

Compositions are given in wt% dry and heating value in kJ/kg. 

                                   (54) 
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3.6.2. The process of devolatilization 

The mass fraction of volatiles in a fuel varies greatly, with coal volatiles content typically 10 

– 50 wt% [6] and biomass volatiles content typically 70 – 80 wt% [42]. The amount of 

volatiles released is not only dependent on the fuel type but also depend on the conditions at 

which the devolatilization occurs. Because of this, no exact estimation of the volatiles content 

can be made solely from the chemical composition of the fuel. During devolatilization a large 

number of chemical species are created, both gaseous and tars (liquids) [7]. Tars will in turn 

decompose into gaseous compounds and char [8]. The process of devolatilization can be 

divided into two regimes, at low temperature most of the volatiles are released, although only 

a smaller fraction of the hydrogen. Most of the hydrogen is instead slowly released in the 

second regime at higher temperatures [6]. The major devolatilization products are methane, 

water, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide [7].  

The process of devolatilization is very complex, involving numerous bond breaking reactions, 

but is also dependent on the heat transfer rate, internal temperature gradients and how easily 

the volatiles can escape the particle. For coal powders with very small particle diameters, 

below 100-200 µm, the rate of devolatilization is solely determined by the kinetics [37]. As 

the process is composed of numerous different reactions a mean kinetic rate is usually not 

good enough, but the process is instead modeled as a large number of reactions with varying 

activation energy [37]. The activation energies are assumed to be spread as a gaussian 

distribution and a standard deviation of these activation energies is experimentally determined 

[37]. For larger particles however, the internal mass and heat gradients can be limiting, 

making the diameter of the particle the most important parameter [6].   

A correlation for approximation of the devolatilization time is given by Peeler et al. in 

eq. (55) [43]. The equation relates the devolatilization rate to the total amount of volatiles and 

the particle diameter. 

    
 

      
           [          

   ] (55) 

 

The expression by Peeler is based on experiments with several different coals, with volatile 

contents ranging from 9% to 37%. The fuel particle diameters range from about 1 mm to 30 

mm and the temperature is 900°C. The parameter adev is given by eq. (56) which is a least 

square fit based on experimental points presented by Peeler [43]. 

                           [ ] (56) 

 

The volatile matter content in eq. (56) is given on a dry and ash free basis.   

3.6.3. Volatiles combustion 

 There are a large number of gas phase reactions occurring during solid fuel combustion. 

From the devolatilization process a high variety of substances are created, ranging from 

methane to heavy hydrocarbons (tars). For simplicity only reactions for the most important 

compounds are considered [8] [9]. The reactions are presented in Table 3. The first four 

reactions are chosen based on a similar selection made by Surasani et al. [9] while the last two 
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reaction are from a larger set found in a work by Tepper [8]. The other reactions in Tepper are 

excluded due to the very small creation of the substances involved [8].  

Table 3, Homogeneous gas phase reactions considered most important during combustion [8] 

[9] 

Reaction Mechanism 
Carbon monoxide oxidation [9]              
Hydrogen oxidation [9]             
Methane partial oxidation [9]                   
Water-gas shift reaction [9]               
Tar oxidation [8]                                 

Catalyzed thermal tar cracking [8]                                           

 

The kinetics of the water-gas shift equilibrium reaction is presented in Table 4 [44]. 

Table 4, kinetics of the water-gas equilibrium reaction. The constant aWGS has the value 0.333 

for temperatures below 1073 K and the value 0.5 for temperatures above 1073 K [44]. 

Keq                      
    , T < 1073 K                            
    , T > 1073 K                           

  [          ]            
           

        
  

 

Kinetics for the other reactions are presented in Table 5, where the kinetics for the first three 

reactions are presented by Jensen et al. and the last two by Tepper et al. [45] [8]. The 

thermally catalyzed tar cracking reaction is catalyzed by the presence of a solid surface, here 

this solid is assumed to be sand. The activation energy and pre exponential factor will be 

different for other solids [8]. 

Table 5, the kinetics of the other homogeneous gas phase reactions [45] [8]. 

Reaction Rate expression Unit 
Carbon monoxide oxidation                             

       
            

  

Hydrogen oxidation                                

   
   

         
  

Methane partial oxidation                             

      

            
  

Tar oxidation                               
      

         
  

Catalyzed thermal tar cracking                                             
  

 

3.6.4. Nitrogen oxide emissions 

Due to the lower temperature in fluidized bed combustion compared to conventional boilers 

the NOX emissions are also lower in general [6]. According to Jensen et al. almost all of the 

formed nitrogen oxides is created from the nitrogen content in the fuel and almost no nitrogen 

oxides are created from gaseous nitrogen [45].  
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As in conventional boilers the amount of nitrogen oxide emissions mainly depends on the 

amount of excess oxygen used in the combustion process. Jensen et al. have conducted an 

extensive parameter study to determine the most influential parameters on nitrous oxides 

emission [46]. From his review it can be concluded that a low air to fuel ratio, small bed 

particles, low minimum fluidization velocity and low bubble-emulsion interaction yield a low 

outlet concentration of nitrogen oxides [46]. The main reduction reactions are the NO 

reduction by CO catalyzed by char and bed material and the direct oxidation of NH3 to N2 

catalyzed by the char and bed material. Therefore a high carbon monoxide concentration, 

large residence time and large surface areas of char and bed material yield low NOX 

emissions [46]. Another extensive review on the emissions of nitrogen oxides from fluidized 

bed combustion is presented by Johnson with similar conclusions as Jensen’s report [47]. 

Existing models for NOX emissions can roughly be divided into crude models and 

comprehensive models. The crude models have an empirical approach while the 

comprehensive models try to capture the complex reaction behavior in larger detail. Ehrlich et 

al. present a very crude empirical model with emission levels only dependent on 

temperature [48]. Another, more extensive correlation is presented by Gruhl et al. who use 

large amounts of experimental data to correlate the emission levels [49]. The newest 

correlation found is presented by Newby et al. who present an empirical correlation for the 

NOX emissions from a bubbling fluidized bed without air staging, see eq. (57) [50]. The 

experimental conditions leading to this model are not presented in the article. 

                   (
    

 
)    

      
          (57) 

 

   
 is the volume percent of oxygen in the reaction products,    is the mass percent of 

nitrogen in the fuel and   is the outlet concentration of     in ppmv.  

More comprehensive models have been developed to describe the reaction mechanisms in 

great detail. Johnsson was the first to introduce a comprehensive kinetic model incorporating 

a large number of reactions for the nitrogen oxide formation and retention [51]. This has been 

further developed by Jensen and Johnsson [45] [52]. A similar model built on data from 

Johnsson and Jensen is presented in several works [53] [54] [55] [56]. This model is presented 

in Table 6. The nitrogen content in the fuel is divided between volatile nitrogen and char 

bound nitrogen. The division determines the substance formed, with volatile nitrogen assumed 

to only form NH3 and char bound nitrogen to only form NO. The division is determined 

experimentally to 79 % volatile nitrogen and 21 % char bound nitrogen for Turkish lignite. 

Table 6, nitrogen reactions included in the fluidized bed combustion model. 

Reaction Place Rate expression Unit 

                     gas Instantaneous   
            char Proportional to char combustion rate         
                    gas                           

         

                    gas                           
            

                 char                         
             

                char                         
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                    char       
   

         

                    ash              

       

             

                       char       
   

         

                       ash         

      

             

 

Because of the lower temperature in fluidized beds there can be a significant formation of 

N2O along with NOX when burning coals [6]. The emission of N2O can often be in the same 

order of magnitude as the emission of NOX although their relative composition changes with 

several factors [6]. The temperature has the strongest effect on the relative composition of 

N2O and NOX, with NOX rising while N2O decreasing as the temperature is increased [6]. 

When burning biomass the emission of N2O is significantly lower, often only a few ppm [6]. 

3.6.5. Sulfur dioxide emissions 

Coal fuels often contain a certain amount of sulfur which form sulfur dioxide during 

combustion. Fluidized bed combustion is very good for reducing the emissions by addition of 

a reducing agent, often limestone [6]. Biomass often contain very low amounts of sulfur or 

none at all and sulfur retention is therefore not needed in case of biomass combustion.  

The retention process can roughly be divided into two steps, the calcination of the limestone, 

see eq. (58), and the reaction between the sulfur dioxide and the burnt lime, see eq. (59) [57]. 

               (58) 

 
                     (59) 

 

The first stage is very fast and often seen as instantaneous during modeling [57]. The second 

steps is however very complex as the reaction is heterogeneous and as the solid product, 

     , has a significantly larger volume compared to the solid reactant,     [58]. Because 

of this the pores of the porous lime particle is plugged as the reaction proceeds, causing the 

reaction to slow down and finally stop before all lime is consumed [58] [59]. These processes 

make accurate modeling of the sulfur retention hard. As with the nitrous oxide emissions the 

models range from models trying to capture all physical steps to the simpler semi-empirical 

models. 

One simple model trying to describe the sulfur retension is the SURE-model, originally 

created by Schouten and van den Bleek [57] [60] and further developed by Lin et al. [58] [59] 

[61]. This model takes into account the maximum possible conversion of the lime particles 

and the residence time distribution of the particles but has a very simple approach to the pore 

plugging. A model similar to the SURE-model that has been used in several works, [53] [54] 

[55] [56], will be presented here. The consumption rate of sulfur dioxide is given by eq. (60). 

As the reaction proceeds it is deactivating the outer area of the particles. This deactivation is 

modeled as an exponential decay with time, eq. (61) and (62) [54].  

     
           

             
 (60) 
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 (61) 

 

    
    

  
    ( 

       
     

      
      

) (62) 

 

The average fractional active surface is found by integration of the residence time distribution 

with the exponential decay expression, see eq. (63) [54]. 

      (  
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)    )+ (63) 

 

From experiments, the kinetic rate constant, k, is found to be 14.9 cm/s [54].  

There exist many more advanced models for sulfur retention, using single particle models 

[62], taking the reactivity of the specific limestone into consideration [63] or using specialized 

models taking the ash and already sulfated lime into account [64] [65]. Most of these models 

are however too computationally demanding or complex for this work.  

The accuracy of all sulfur retention models may however be questioned, a review of several 

sulfur retention models performed by Shih et al. show that the variation in reaction rate 

between different models can be several orders of magnitude [66]. 

3.6.6.  Char combustion 

 Under stationary conditions relatively small amounts of char is present in the boiler, usually 

2-5 wt% of the inert solids, depending mainly on char reactivity, the diameter of the char 

particles and air to fuel ratio [6]. The char combustion reaction is by far the slowest process. 

Its time constant is often an order of magnitude higher than the devolatilization process and it 

has therefore a large influence on the combustion [6]. 

Char combustion is a heterogeneous process, where oxygen has to diffuse through the gas 

film around the char to the surface and possibly into the char particle. Whether char oxidation 

occurs throughout the particle or only at the surface of the particle depend on the kinetics of 

char combustion, on the porosity of the char, the outer mass transport to the char and the 

temperature [6].  

If not all reactions occur at the surface of the particle, an efficiency factor needs to be 

calculated, taking the inner mass transport of the particle into consideration. The true, inner 

reaction rate must also be used together with the inner surface area of the particle. The inner 

surface area of char is strongly dependent on the char origin and on the conditions under 

which the char was made. Typical values for coals range from 100 to 600 m2/g char [67]. The 

relation between inner and outer reaction rate is given in eq. (64). For calculation of the 

efficiency factor, see section 3.4.2.  

           
  

  
           (64) 
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The true, inner reaction rate of char is still strongly dependent on the char origin, with wide 

variations found within the same type of char and between different chars [67]. These great 

differences occur partly due to impurities found the in char (ash) that can act either as 

inhibitor or as a catalyst for char combustion reaction [67]. An approximate reaction rate for 

the oxidation of char with oxygen, correlated by Smith from a huge amount of experimental 

data over a wide range of conditions, is shown in eq. (65) [67]. It should be noted that this 

equation is for the combustion of coal power, i.e. very small particles. 

                    ( 
         

  
)   

 (65) 

 

In fluidized beds the particles are usually quite large and the bed temperature is often around 

800 – 900 °C. Under these conditions most of the char combustion reactions occur at the 

particle surface [6].  A typical way of modeling the char combustion reaction is therefore to 

assume that all reactions occur at the surface of the char particle. This gives a reaction front 

moving inwards, leaving an ash layer around the particle giving resistance to mass transport. 

This reaction may be modeled as a series of resistances, see eq. (66) [68,69]. 
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(66) 

 

As the mechanical stress on the char particles in a fluidized bed is very large the outer ash 

layer is likely to be continuously removed and this resistance can therefore be neglected [6]. 

The other two resistances are however important. For calculation of the outer mass transport 

resistance, see 3.4.  

The most important char reaction in an oxygen containing atmosphere is the oxidation 

reaction producing CO and CO2. The ratio CO/CO2 produced from the combustion can be 

calculated, according to Laurendal, by eq. (67) [69]. 

 
[  ]
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) (67) 

 

Kinetics for various chars with different coal origins, with the assumption of reaction only at 

the surface of the char is presented in Table 7, for the kinetic expression in eq. (68) [68]. 

                  (
  

  
)       [   ] (68) 

 
Table 7, kinetic parameters for various coals for the oxidation reaction between char and 

oxygen;              

Coal Ar [m/sK] Er/R [1/K] 
High volatile bituminous coal A 1.03 9 010 

High volatile bituminous coal C 0.50 6 310 
Sub bituminous coal 10.4 11 200 

Lignite 1.22 10 300 
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“Average coal” 2.30 11 100 

 

Other char reactions are much slower, but can be of some importance if the oxygen 

concentration is very low [68]. The main reactions are the reaction with hydrogen, the 

reaction with carbon dioxide and the reaction with water. The kinetics for the reaction with 

carbon dioxide is presented in Table 8, for the kinetic expression in eq.  (68) [68]. 

Table 8, kinetic parameters for various coals for the reaction between char and carbon 

dioxide;            

Coal Ar [m/sK] Er/R [1/K] 

High volatile bituminous coal A 1 160 31 200 
High volatile bituminous coal C 4 890 31 300 

Subbutiuminous coal 6 190 28 900 
Lignite 3.42 15 600 

“Average coal” 589 26 800 

 

According to Hobbs et al. the activation energy and pre exponential factor for the char 

reaction with water can be estimated as          
 and          

 while for the reaction 

with hydrogen the pre exponential factor is estimated to be three orders of magnitude smaller 

than the reaction with carbon dioxide,    
         

, while the activation energy is 

estimated to be the same,    
     

 [68]. 

Adanez et al. investigated the reactivity of wood-chars in fluidized bed combustion [70]. 

Using a similar expression for the reaction rate as in eq. (66) and the same expression for the 

rate constant as in eq. (68) the values presented in Table 9 where found. Only the oxidation 

reaction with oxygen was considered. 

Table 9, kinetic parameters for various wood types for the oxidation reaction between char 
and oxygen;         . It can be noted that the variation between various wood-chars 

are relatively small [70]. 

Wood-type Ar [m/sK] Er [kJ/mol] 

Pine 1.23 70 
Oak 1.06 68 

Eucalyptus 1.05 71 
Almond shell 0.95 71 

Olive stone 1.12 67 

  

During combustion the properties of the char particle will change. The two most popular 

models describing this change of the char particle is the un-reacting core model and the 

reacting core model [69]. The un-reacting core model is the simplest model, all reactions are 

assumed to occur at the surface of the particle, giving a decreasing diameter of the particle as 

it is consumed. This model is appropriate for large particle diameters and high temperatures, 

making the outer mass transport resistance dominating. The reacting core model uses the 

assumption that the reaction is homogeneously occurring throughout the particle, decreasing 
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the particles density. This model is appropriate to use at low temperatures and small particle 

diameters [69].  
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4. Method 

A model of a bubbling fluidized bed is created. To decrease the computational cost, only very 

simple fluid-dynamics is used, mixed ideal tanks and mixed ideal tanks in series. Important 

behaviors are captured through the use of correlations.  

The model is built to function with already existing models in Solvina’s database. 

When the model is completed it is verified through comparison with experimental data from 

an existing bubbling fluidized bed boiler and individual properties of the boiler are validated 

through comparison with existing values in literature. 

4.1. Modeling the bubbling fluidized bed 

The modeling of the bubbling fluidized bed combustion boiler is divided into two main areas, 

the bubbling fluidized bed and the freeboard.  

4.1.1. The bed 

Each of the phases in the system is modeled as a completely mixed ideal tank reactor to 

decrease the computational cost of the model. For the inert solid phase and the char phase this 

is likely a good assumption. Due to the short residence time of the gas in the bed, it may 

however be more accurate to model that as a plug flow, but this is too computationally costly. 

The bubbles in the bed move in a plug-like manner but are not modeled explicitly as this 

would require real kinetics for all phases, see section 4.1.1.4. Even though the bubbles are not 

modeled explicitly they are included in many correlations.   

By not modeling the bubble phase explicitly all oxygen is available for the chemical reactions 

in the bed. In some cases this may be a very poor assumption and therefore the part of the 

oxygen bypassing in bubbles will be estimated, see section 4.1.1.5. 

The drying and devolatilization are not modeled using kinetics, see section 4.1.1.4, therefore 

the only fuel phase in the bed is char.  

No attempt is made to model the attrition of the char particles.  

From the above assumptions three different phases exist in the bed. These are the inert solid 

phase, the gas phase and the char phase. The gas phase consists of a number of different 

species, see section 3.6. As equilibrium is assumed for methane, hydrogen and tar, these do 

not need a dynamic material balance. All char reactions are assumed to occur in the char 

phase while all gas phase reactions are assumed to occur in the gas phase. A material balance 

for species i is set up, see eq. (69). Index j stand for all homogeneous reactions and index k for 

all heterogeneous reactions.  

 
   

  
                                      (69) 

 
An overall heat balance for the gas phase is also set up, see eq. (70). In this equation there is a 

transport of heat into and out of the bed. Heat is transferred between the bed and the char 

phase, as well as between the gas and the inert solids phase. The bed is cooled through both 
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water tubed walls and an immersed heat exchanger. The heat balance also includes a heat 

exchange term with the freeboard, see section 4.1.2.1. 

As the heat transfer between the gas and inert solid phase is very large, with very low 

temperature differences, all heat transfer coefficients to the bed are considered to be allocated 

to the gas phase. If the temperature difference between the gas and inert solid phase turn out 

to be significant, this must be changed.  

        
   

  
                  (     )            (     )

            (     )           (      )           
            

(70) 

 
A char phase mass balance is presented in eq. (71). There is no outflow of char as no char is 

assumed to leave the bed and the mass transfer therefore includes only an inlet flow and a 

consumption term. 

 
      

  
                   (71) 

 

The char phase heat balance is presented in eq. (72).  

          

   
  

                                (72) 

 

The inert solids phase does not need a mass balance as no mass is transferred to or from it. If 

attrition or the ash content of the fuel would be taken into account this would be needed as 

well. The heat balance of the inert solids phase is presented in eq. (73). 

       

   
  

         (     ) (73) 

 

The pressure drop over the bed is set equal to the weight of the bed, see eq. (3).  

There are a number of unknowns in eqs. (69) to (73), the calculations of these unknowns are 

presented in sections 4.1.1.1 to 4.1.1.4.  

4.1.1.1. Hydrodynamics 

The hydrodynamics are needed in order to set limits for the minimum and maximum gas 

velocity, to calculate the gas volume, the height of the bed and the cooling area of the water 

tubed walls. Several of these properties are calculated using equations presented in section 

3.2.1. 

The minimum fluidization velocity is calculated using eq. (5), together with an estimate of the 

porosity at minimum fluidization by eq. (4), the real porosity can be calculated using eq. (7). 

With the real porosity and the volume and density of the inert material, the gas volume, bed 

height and wall area can be calculated easily.  
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The maximum fluidization velocity is calculated using eq. (6) and is used to control that the 

bed operates in the bubbling fluidized bed regime.  

4.1.1.2. Heat transfer 

There are four unknown heat transfer coefficients in the heat balances, these are the bed-char 

heat transfer, gas-inert solid heat transfer, water tubed walls-bed heat transfer and the 

immersed heat exchanger-bed heat transfer coefficient. These are calculated from equations 

presented in section 3.3. 

The bed-char heat transfer coefficient is calculated using eq. (19), assuming the fluidization 

velocity is close to optimum. The gas-solid heat transfer coefficient is calculated using eq. 

(18) and the heat transfer coefficient between the bed and the immersed surfaces are 

calculated according to the procedure presented in section 3.3.3. 

4.1.1.3. Mass transfer 

The char kinetics presented in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 in section 3.6.6 are used 

depending on the type of fuel. These kinetics are based on the outer surface area of the 

particle, therefore no inner mass transfer is calculated. The outer mass transfer is calculated 

according to eq. (40). 

4.1.1.4. Kinetics 

As processes with fast time constants lead to a badly scaled system (very different time scales 

on kinetics and step size) and numerical instabilities during modeling the reaction kinetics are 

evaluated for possible simplifications, see Appendix I. Results show that very fast kinetics can 

be modeled as instantaneous, making the model faster and more robust. From simulations 

shown in Appendix I it is concluded that all kinetics except for the oxidation of carbon 

monoxide can be modeled as instantaneous. The kinetics for carbon monoxide oxidation is 

found in section 3.6.3. 

The heterogeneous char reactions are significantly slower and need to be modeled, this is 

done using the kinetics in eqs. (66) to (68) together with the pre exponential factors and 

activation energies presented in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9, all found in section 3.6.6. 

The correlation for nitrogen oxide emissions presented in eq. (57) is shown to give a wrong 

behavior when compared to experimental data presented in literature, see Appendix III. 

Therefore a new simple correlation is done using experimental data presented by Oka [6]. The 

correlation is shown in Appendix III. An extensive simulation of the emissions of nitrogen 

oxides are also conducted using the kinetics from Table 6. These simulations are shown in 

Appendix III as well.  

Sulfur retention is modeled using the procedure and equations presented in section 3.6.5. 

The process of devolatilization is not dynamically modeled using kinetics as this is considered 

too computationally costly. Instead a time lag is introduced using a first order transfer 

function imitating the transient behavior of the real devolatilization. The time constant of the 

transfer function is set using eq. (55) in section 3.6.2. In other works the devolatilization has 
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been seen as instantaneous or modeled explicitly. A first order transfer function has a shape 

similar to the release of volatiles from devolatilization [6]. 

4.1.1.5. Bubbles 

The largest effect the bubbles have on the combustion in the bed is that some of the oxygen in 

the bubbles is unavailable for combustion. To estimate the portion of the oxygen in the 

bubbles that would bypass combustion in the bed, an unsteady balance of a bubble moving 

through the bed is used, see eq. (74). For simplification the bubble size and velocity is 

assumed constant and equal to the bed average.  

 
   

  
              (74) 

 

Solving the balance yields eq. (79). 

                            
           (75) 

 

Using the volume fraction of the emulsion phase and the bubble phase and the velocity of 

both phases, the fraction of the oxygen not available for combustion can be estimated.  

These calculations are made under the assumption that the limitations lie in the transport of 

oxygen from the bubbles to the emulsion phase and not in the transport of combustibles from 

the emulsion phase to the bubble phase.  

Due to instabilities during simulation the oxygen bypass is not included in the final model, but 

can instead be added to the model using pure scaling factors. A small bypass is always 

activated in the model for stability reasons.  

4.1.2. The freeboard 

The freeboard consists solely of a gas phase. Particles hurled into the freeboard are not 

included in the model. Gas phase reactions can still occur so carbon monoxide oxidation is 

included. However, all other combustibles are already consumed due to the earlier assumption 

of instantaneous reactions. The gas in the freeboard move in a plug-like manner so 

approximation with a tank is not correct. The freeboard is instead approximated with a tank-

series, to imitate the plug flow while not being as computationally demanding. The mass 

balance for each tank is similar to eq. (69).  

The heat balance for a tank is shown in eq. (76). The heat balance contains radiative heat 

exchange with the bed, walls and the other gaseous volumes. There is also a convective heat 

transfer between the gas and walls. For better accuracy the mean temperature between the 

outlet and inlet of the tank is used in the radiation and convection terms. A tank series with six 

tanks are deemed accurate enough for a good prediction of the temperature profile in the 

freeboard, see Appendix II. Axial radiation is included in the model even though the effect is 

relatively low, as the computational cost is negligable.  

        
   

  
                    (          )                   

                
(76) 
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There is assumed to be no pressure loss in the freeboard. 

The                is calculated using eq. (34) and           is calculated using eq. (38) found 

in section 3.3.4. For the bed radiation no appropriate model has been found. Therefore a 

model for the bed radiation is developed using a similar method as for the axial radiation 

presented in section 3.3.4. 

4.1.2.1. Bed radiation 

The bed radiation is modeled in a similar manner to the axial gas to gas radiation. Radiative 

heat from the bed first comes in contact with the gas in the first tank. The fraction absorbed 

equals the gas emissivity (assuming the emissivity equals the absorbtivity). Calculation of a 

view factor for the top of the gas volume yields an estimate for the amount of radiation 

continuing to next gas volume. The fraction of radiation not absorbed in the gas and not 

continuing to the next gas volume is radiated to the walls, see Figure 6. Equations for the 

amount of radiative heat exchanged between the bed and gas and between the bed and walls 

are given in eq. (77) and eq. (78). 

 

Figure 6, schematic figure of how part of the gas radiation is absorbed to the gas and walls of 
each tank. The view factors,       , are calculated according a set of equations presented in 

[71]. 
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The sight factors in eq. (77) and eq. (78) are calculated according to the equation for 

rectangular or circular parallel plates depending on geometry [71].          is the net radiative 
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heat exchange between two surfaces situated directly next to each other. It is calculated 

similarly to eq. (38), see eq. (79). 
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5. Simulation of the boiler model 

The boiler model is evaluated by studying its transient and steady state behavior and studying 

important properties of the boiler. The individual objects in Dymola have been evaluated 

separately by estimating if the behavior is reasonable and by checking material and energy 

balances. Many areas have been simulated and evaluated using Matlab before being 

implemented into the main code in Dymola. Some of these areas are shown in appendices, but 

in this chapter only simulations based on the final model are presented.  

Due to the very large amount of parameters in the model, variation of all of the parameters 

cannot be shown, but only the most important and influential are presented. The dimensions 

and boiler properties are set using data from an existing 16 MWth bubbling fluidized bed 

boiler at Chalmers presented by Johnsson et al. [72]. The properties of the boiler are presented 

in Table 10.  

Table 10, properties of the 16MWth boiler presented in [72]. 

16 MWth bubbling fluidized bed boiler at Chalmers 
Bed cross section 3.4 m˟2.9 m 

Height of the unit 5.7 m 

Bed material Silica sand and coal ash 
Bed material density 2600 kg/m3 

Average particle diameter 0.56 mm 
Fixed bed height 0.75 m 

Bed temperature 1070-1170 K 
Superficial gas velocity 1.2-2.3 m/s 

Minimum fluidization velocity 0.12 m/s 

 

The most interesting parameters to investigate are the air to fuel ratio and the boiler load. 

Interesting outlet properties is the outlet concentrations of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide 

and sulfur dioxide, the temperature of the bed and along the freeboard and the total heat 

uptake of the modeled part of the boiler. The char content in the bed are also presented as this 

can have a significant effect during transients. 

Individual properties of the boiler model are evaluated from experimental data found from 

literature. These properties include the temperature levels and heat transfer of different parts 

of the boiler, the char loading in the bed and the emission of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide 

from the boiler.  

Finally the model is adapted to follow the behavior of a real bubbling fluidized bed boiler, 

Riskullaverket owned by Mölndal Energi. 

5.1. Varying the air to fuel ratio 

The first test on the model is variation of the air to fuel ratio. This is done using a high volatile 

coal as fuel with a water content of 10%. The air inlet temperature is 195°C, the air flow is 3.8 

kg/s and the fuel input is 0.33±0.11 kg/s. This yields an air to fuel ratio of 1.15, 0.87 and 1.73. 

The temperature of the bed solid phase, gas phase, char phase and each freeboard slice is 
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presented in Figure 7a. Figure 7b-d show the temperature profile over the furnace for the three 

steady state cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When decreasing the air to fuel ratio (increasing fuel input) the temperature over the bed and 

freeboard rise according to Figure 7a. This is expected as more fuel is combusted for the same 

air flow, thus releasing more energy into the flow. It is also notable that the temperature 

difference between the bed and char decreases as the air to fuel ratio is decreased. This is due 

to the lower oxygen concentration in the bed yielding a slower char combustion per char 

particle and thereby a smaller heat evolution compared to the heat transport from the char 

particle to the bed. 

Decreasing the fuel input to the earlier level temporarily lead to an increase in bed and 

freeboard temperature before stabilizing at earlier temperatures. Due to the sudden increase of 

oxygen in the bed, more char combustion can occur, temporarily raising the bed temperature 

until a steady state char loading is achieved. 

Figure 7a, the transient behavior of the temperature in each part of the boiler when changing 
the inflow of fuel so that the air to fuel ratio varies between 0.87 and 1.73. Figure 7b-c, steady 
state temperature profile over the boiler for each of the air to fuel ratios. 
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Decreasing the fuel input so that an air to fuel ratio of 1.73 is achieved lead to significantly 

lower temperatures for the bed and freeboard. This is also expected as the heat evolution is 

lower with lower fuel inputs. The decrease in fuel input lead however to a significant rise in 

char temperature. As the fuel input is decreased more oxygen is available for the char 

combustion, leading to very fast char combustion. The fast combustion leads to higher heat 

evolution and thereby higher char temperatures.  

From Figure 7b-d the temperature increase significantly at the start of the freeboard before 

decreasing close to linearly. This increase is due to the oxygen and carbon monoxide bypass 

induced in the bed for stability reasons. As this bypass usually occurs in real beds due to the 

bubbles this temperature profile resemble real beds more closely than without the bypass (at 

least for high volatile fuels). At high overall temperatures the temperature drop over the 

freeboard is larger (Figure 7c) compared to the case of lower overall temperatures (Figure 7d). 

This is expected as higher temperature differences lead to higher heat transfer. 

Figure 8a below show the effect of air to fuel ratio on carbon monoxide concentration, while 

Figure 8b show the char content in the bed and Figure 8c show how the emissions of nitrogen 

oxide and sulfur dioxide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 8a, the transient behavior of the carbon monoxide mass fraction in each part of the 
boiler when changing the inflow of fuel so that the air to fuel ratio varies between 0.87 to 1.73. 
Figure 8b, mass of char in the bed. Figure 8c, levels of nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide in 

mass ppm. 
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According to Figure 8a, the mass fraction of carbon monoxide increases sharply as the air to 

fuel ratio drop below one, as there is not enough oxygen available for complete combustion. 

When decreasing the fuel input below normal levels the carbon monoxide concentration seem 

to first drop somewhat, before increasing to levels above those before the decreased fuel 

input. The first decrease in carbon monoxide concentration is likely due to a higher 

concentration of oxygen. When the bed has cooled off this effect is counteracted by the 

overall lower temperature yielding slower carbon monoxide oxidation. 

The char loading in the bed increase sharply as the air to fuel ratio drop below one according 

to Figure 8b. At an air to fuel ratio at 1.73 the char loading seem to decrease sharply to very 

low levels. These changes occur due to the changing availability of oxygen in the bed. 

In Figure 8c, the emissions of nitrogen oxides changes rapidly when changing the air to fuel 

ratio. When the air to fuel ratio is decreased the nitrogen oxide emissions drop rapidly before 

increasing again and stabilizing at a slightly lower level than before. The rapid drop is due to 

the fast decrease in oxygen availability while the increase is due to a higher bed temperature. 

By increasing the fuel to air ratio again the emissions rapidly increase, as the oxygen 

availability increase sharply while the bed temperature still is high. When the bed temperature 

drops the emission levels decrease again. The same behavior is seen when the air to fuel ratio 

is increased further. Due to the very low bed temperature the emission levels at steady state 

are very low with the highest air to fuel ratio.  

It should be noted that these transient behaviors of the nitrogen oxide emissions likely are 

exaggerated as the emission levels are correlated against the air to fuel ratio, see Appendix III. 

Correlation against the bed oxygen concentration would however remove the transients all 

together as the char content in the bed will consume the extra oxygen during an increase in air 

to fuel ratio. For absolutely correct transient behavior, an extensive kinetic model for the 

nitrogen oxide emissions is needed where char and nitrogen compete for the oxygen. 

However, for the real time simulator application, the very much simplified nitrogen oxide 

model presented in Appendix III has been found sufficient. 

The emission levels of sulfur dioxide follow the input of fuel, with higher sulfur dioxide 

emissions with more fuel (and thereby sulfur) input. The emission levels show no transient 

behaviors. 

The superficial gas velocity in the bed varies somewhat, from about 1.3 m/s at the normal 

conditions, up to 1.4 for the low air to fuel ratio and then down to 1.1 m/s at the high air to 

fuel ratio.  

5.2. Varying the boiler load 

The next test is to vary the load of the boiler. This is done with a constant air to fuel ratio of 

1.15. The fuel input is 0.33±0.11 kg/s while the inlet air flow is 3.8±1.267 kg/s. The 

temperatures of the bed solid phase, gas phase, char phase and each freeboard slice are 

presented in Figure 9. Figure 9b-d show the temperature profile over the boiler for the three 

steady state cases. 
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According to Figure 9a, the temperature profile of the boiler follow the load, with decreased 

temperatures at lower loads and increased temperatures at higher loads. The temperature 

profiles of the boiler are similar to those shown in Figure 7b-c, with increasing temperature at 

the beginning of the freeboard and then close to linearly decreasing temperatures.  

Figure 10a show the effect of boiler load on carbon monoxide concentration, while Figure 10b 

show the char content in the bed and Figure 10c show how the emissions of nitrogen oxide 

and sulfur dioxide at varying boiler load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9a, the transient behavior of the temperature in each part of the boiler when 
changing the load of the boiler. Figure 9b-c, the steady state temperature profile over the 

boiler for each of the boiler loads. 
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According to the simulation in Figure 10a the carbon monoxide emission levels increase with 

the lower boiler load. This is logical as the temperature drop significantly at this low boiler 

load and thereby the carbon monoxide oxidation rate. Other carbon monoxide transients when 

changing the load is however small. 

In Figure 10b the mass of char in the bed increase somewhat when decreasing the boiler load. 

This is also due to the lower bed temperature, making char oxidation slower.  

The emission levels of both sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide decrease with lower boiler load 

and increase with higher boiler load. The nitrogen oxide emissions are highly temperature 

dependent and therefore more than double at the high boiler load, with the higher bed 

temperature, compared to the initial boiler load. The sulfur dioxide emissions follow the fuel 

input, with higher emission at high fuel input. As the lime residence time get lower for higher 

boiler loads (higher input for the same bed size yield shorter residence time) this likely effect 

the emissions as well. 

The superficial gas velocity in the bed varies with load, ranging from about 1.3 m/s at the 

normal conditions, up to 1.9 m/s for the high boiler load and down to 0.8 m/s at the low boiler 

load.  

Figure 10, the transient behavior of the carbon monoxide mass fraction in each part of the 
boiler when varying the boiler load. Figure 10b, mass of char in the bed. Figure 10c, levels of 
nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide in mass ppm. 
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5.3. Verification of temperatures and heat transfer 

From the book by Oka the temperature difference between the bed and gas is seldom more 

than a few degrees [6]. From the simulations shown in Figure 7a and Figure 9a, the 

temperature profile of the solid phase cannot be seen as it is covered by the temperature 

profile of the gas phase. So the temperature difference between the solid phase and the gas 

phase in the bed is very low. 

According Oka the char temperature is typically 50-250°C above the temperature of the bed 

[6]. From the simulation shown in Figure 7a, it is clear that the temperature difference varies a 

lot depending on the air to fuel ratio. At the initial air to fuel ratio the temperature difference 

is about 60°C, decreasing to 20°C when the air to fuel ratio is 0.87 and increasing to 260°C 

when the air to fuel ratio is 1.73. Due to the large changes in temperature difference between 

the bed and char it is hard to validate. The overall behavior of the model is however correct. 

Boiler operation with a low air to fuel ratio means a slower char combustion and heat 

evolution and thereby a low temperature difference between the phases, as the simulations 

show. 

According to experimental values presented by Biyikli et al. the heat transfer coefficient 

varies between 120-140 W/m2K in the freeboard region for fluidization velocities of 1-2 m/s 

and a bed temperature of 750°C [73]. Oka presents a heat transfer model and experimental 

values from Andersson et al. for a bubbling fluidized bed boiler at Chalmers [6]. According to 

the experiments the heat transfer coefficients are around 100 W/m2K, somewhat higher close 

to the bed and lower higher up in the furnace. 

From various experimental results presented by Oka, the heat transfer coefficient between the 

wall and immersed surfaces should lie in the range of about 300-500 W/m2K for the particle 

size used in the current set up (0.56 mm) [6].  

Figure 11 below show the heat uptake and the estimated heat transfer coefficient along the 

furnace for the high boiler load simulations case shown in Figure 8 and Figure 10. The wall 

temperature is set to 400°C. The heat transfer coefficient is estimated for each part of the 

boiler by using the heat transferred to the specific wall section together with the area and 

temperature difference in the specific part. This means that the heat transfer coefficients in the 

freeboard slices contain both convective and radiative heat transfer from the gas as well as the 

bed radiation to the specific section. 

A weighted average of the heat transfer coefficients shown in Figure 11 for the freeboard 

yields an average heat transfer coefficient of 98 W/m2K. This is close to the values found by 

Oka and by Biyikli. The heat transfer coefficient in the bed in the model is around 480 

W/m2K according to Figure 11. The bed heat transfer coefficient is thereby in the interval 

described by Oka. For higher loads the heat transfer coefficients are slightly higher and for 

lower loads the heat transfer coefficients are somewhat lower in the simulation model. 
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5.4. Verification of bed load and emissions 

The char loading for combustion of coals are typically 2-5wt% of the bed [6]. The simulations 

showed in Figure 8c and Figure 10c show values ranging from about 0.1-2 wt% of the bed. 

The lower char content is probably a result of neglecting the bubble resistance to oxygen 

availability. 

The emission of sulfur dioxide is mainly dependent on the lime to sulfur molar ratio in the 

inlet flow, the lime particle diameter and the reactivity of the lime according to Lin et al. [61] 

[59] [58]. Figure 12 show a simulation of the sulfur retention for 1 mm diameter lime particles 

at variable lime to sulfur molar ratio in the inlet with the created boiler model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11, the total heat transferred to the walls of each boiler section and the heat 

transfer coefficients in each section for the normal operation case.  

Figure 12, sulfur retension efficiency as a function of lime to sulfur 

molar ratio for lime particles of 1 mm using the created boiler model. 
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Experimental values for the sulfur retention vary a lot depending on boiler and operating 

conditions [6]. Experimental values from the bubbling fluidized bed at Chalmers presented by 

Oka show that the typical sulfur retention efficiency lie around 40-60 % for a lime to sulfur 

ratio of one [6]. From Figure 12 the sulfur retention is around 80 %. For very high lime to 

sulfur ratios the efficiency reaches 90 % for the boiler at Chalmers, while Figure 12 show 

values of about 95 % [6]. Boilers using fly ash recirculation have in general higher sulfur 

retention. A boiler presented by Oka with high fly ash recirculation and lime to sulfur molar 

ratio of 3.5 have a sulfur retention of above 96 % [6]. As no attrition or elutriation is 

considered in the boiler model, the simulation results are most comparable with experimental 

values from boilers using a high fly ash recirculation. The overall shape of the curve 

presented in Figure 12 is the same as those presented elsewhere [6].  

The nitrogen oxide emissions from bubbling fluidized beds most often lie between 50 and 300 

ppmv according to Oka. From the simulations presented in Figure 8 and Figure 10 the 

nitrogen oxide emissions varies between 40 and 250 ppmv.  

The emission of nitrogen oxides increases with increasing air to fuel ratio and decreases with 

decreasing bed temperature. This is the correct behavior according to experimental values 

presented by Oka and by Chyang et al. [6] [74]. The absolute values shown during 

simulations are reasonable but may not be absolutely correct, see Appendix III. 

5.5. Model comparison with existing boiler; the Riskulla CHP 

Riskulla CHP is a new 70 MW bubbling fluidized bed boiler owned by Mölndal Energi. The 

unit is designed to burn biomass, mainly wood branches and wood tops. It uses ammonia 

injection to reduce the emission levels of nitrogen oxides. Wood branches and tops contain 

very low amounts of sulfur and sulfur retention is therefore not necessary. The efficiency of 

the boiler is very high due to usage of flue gas condensation. 

The specifics of the boiler are presented in Table 11. 

Table 11, the specifics given of the Riskulla CHP. The data has been given by Karl-Fredrik 
Karlsson at Mölndal Energi.  

70 MWth Riskulla bubbling fluidized bed boiler 
Bed cross section 6.8 m˟5.9 m 

Height before super heater (total height) 15 m (30 m) 
Bed material Sand and biomass ash 

Total bed weight 100 000 kg 
Bed particle diameter 1 mm 

Bed height during operation 0.50 m 
Temperature primary air (secondary air) 196°C (199°C) 

Bed temperature 830°C 
Gas temperature before super heater 920°C 

Air to fuel ratio 1.02 
Total air flow 24.6 Nm

3
/s = 29.1 kg/s 

Primary air flow 11.2 Nm
3
/s = 13.3 kg/s 

Fuel usage 100% load (branches and tops) 85 m
3
/h 

NOX emissions (with ammonia injection) 60 mg/MJ 

SO2 emissions (burning branches and tops) 0 mg/MJ 
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CO emissions 160 ppm 

Water tubed walls 130 bar, 330°C 
Outlet steam 130 bar, 520°C 

 

Several aspects differ between this boiler and the boiler model. For instance this boiler uses 

fuel injection above the bed, causing a lot of the drying and devolatilization to occur above 

the bed instead of inside it. It uses a staged combustion with air injected above the bed at 

several locations. This causes much of the combustion to occur above the bed and not in it. 

The low height of the bed is also likely causing a large air bypass by bubbles and thereby low 

bed oxygen levels. 

Although Mölndal Energi has been very helpful in providing data on the Riskulla CHP, some 

additional data have to be estimated. These are the average fuel particle size, the moisture 

content in the fuel and the nitrogen and sulfur content in the fuel. The fuel density also needs 

to be estimated. 

The fuel density, 320 kg/m3, is given from [75]. Using this density together with the fuel flow 

given in Table 11 gives a total mass flow rate of fuel of 7.56 kg/s. 

The fuel particles are likely to have a very wide size distribution, ranging from dust to small 

wood chips. A fuel particle size of 5 mm in diameter is deemed to be a good estimate and is 

used in the model. The water content in tops and branches depend on the freshness of the fuel. 

Fresh branches and tops typically contain 45-55 wt% moisture and stored typically 30-45 wt% 

moisture [75]. A moisture content of 43 wt% is set as this gives an accurate air to fuel ratio of 

1.02 and is a reasonable mean value. The nitrogen content is set to 0.7 wt% and the sulfur 

content to 0.05 wt%, typical values for branches and tops in Sweden [76].  

The wall temperature of the boiler is set to 330°C. The heat transfer coefficient from boiling 

water is significantly higher than the heat transfer coefficient on the flue gas side. This mean 

that the wall temperature will be close to the temperature of the boiling water and 330°C is 

thereby a good estimate. 

To better predict the performance of the Riskulla boiler, a secondary air inlet is added to the 

model at three locations in the freeboard before the super heater, similarly to the air injection 

in the Riskulla boiler. From the data presented in Table 11 the boiler uses an extremely low 

primary air ratio of only 0.47. Due to assumptions made during the modeling, the air to fuel 

ratio of the model cannot be that low. The lowest air to fuel ratio possible to use in the model 

is 0.6, giving a primary air flow of 17.46 kg/s. The secondary air flow is 11.64 kg/s, divided 

equally over the three inlets in the freeboard.  

Due to the significantly higher primary air to fuel ratio in the modeled bed compared to 

Riskulla and earlier modeling assumptions (see Appendix II), more heat is released into the 

bed. To recreate the values presented in Table 11 the heat uptake in the bed is increased by a 

factor three and the heat uptake in the freeboard is decreased by a factor 0.6. Using this scaled 

heat uptake the temperature and carbon monoxide concentration profile is found in Figure 13.  
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The temperature profile found in Figure 13a follow the temperatures given in Table 11, but as 

only two values along the furnace are given it is hard to validate the profile. It is however 

likely that the temperature continues to increase significantly in the freeboard as more air is 

added. When most of the carbon monoxide is oxidized the temperature should start to drop, as 

can be seen in Figure 13. The outlet carbon monoxide concentration before the super heater is 

about 400 ppm according to the model. This seem as a reasonable value as is should not drop 

to 160 ppm until the stack according to the values from the Riskulla boiler. As ammonia is 

injected into the furnace the emission levels differ significantly for the nitrogen oxides, these 

needs to be scaled also for accurate results. Also the emission of sulfur dioxide is not zero as 

the fuel is assumed to contain some sulfur.   

Figure 13a, the temperature profile along the furnce. Figure 13b, carbon monoxide concentration 
along furnace. 
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6. Discussion 

A number of aspects of the modeling of the boiler will be discussed. First the largest 

difficulties that occurred during the modeling will be thoroughly discussed and then the 

performance of the final model will be discussed and the possibility to adapt the model to an 

existing boiler. 

6.1. Main difficulties during modeling 

During modeling a number of difficulties occurred. These will be discussed more thoroughly. 

The largest difficulties during the modeling where the inability to use fast kinetics, the 

modeling of the emission levels of nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide, the bubble phase 

modeling and modeling of the radiation in the freeboard.  

6.1.1. Fast kinetics 

The usage of fast kinetics in combination with the much slower time constants in for example 

the mass transport, gives an ill-conditioned system with numerical problems. A combination 

of fast kinetics and too large time steps taken by the solver can also result in un-realistic states 

as resulted in a negative concentration of the specific substance. When the kinetics is very fast 

the time steps have to be extremely small to prevent the concentration of a reactant to be 

negative. Extremely small time steps, on the other hand gives a higher risk of slow 

simulations. 

To handle the numerical problems and to get a more stable and faster model, fast kinetics is 

modeled as instantaneous. The combustion of carbon monoxide was kept as this is the most 

important combustible formed under air to fuel ratios below one. Other solutions to the 

numerical problems with fast reactions may exist but using instantaneous reactions was 

deemed to be a simple and stable solution.  

From Appendix I it is clear that the methane formed during devolatilization does not always 

combust quickly. The methane was despite of this seen as instantaneous as the model was not 

expected to operate at very low air to fuel ratios (at which the assumption is appropriate). 

Usage of methane would also mean that the medium model used would have to be modified 

as methane is not a part of it.  

6.1.2. Emission of nitrogen oxide 

The emission of nitrogen oxide from the bed is a very complex process due to many 

competing reactions and their dependence on the type and amount of solids in the bed. The 

char content has a significant effect on the emission levels, as does the ash content and the 

type of solid phase. Many fuel dependent parameters are also important. An accurate 

modeling of the emissions is hard to accommodate. 

Most existing models for nitrogen oxide emissions from bubbling fluidized beds use extensive 

reaction kinetics with a large number of reactions. Many of these reactions are very fast 

making implementation in Dymola hard. Empirical correlations for the nitrogen oxide 

emissions from fluidized bed boilers are rare and usually quite old. The three found 

correlations are from the 70s and 80s. None of the correlations have the same behavior as the 

experimental values found. One of the models have decreasing emissions with increasing air 
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to fuel ratio and one of them have decreasing emissions with increasing bed temperature [49] 

[50]. A new correlation is built based on experiments presented by Oka. This correlation has 

the behavior described in literature [6] [74]. The absolute values from this correlation may 

however not be entirely correct, especially at conditions outside the range at which the 

correlation is created.  

6.1.3. Emission of sulfur dioxide 

The emission of sulfur dioxide in a bubbling fluidized bed using limestone addition is a very 

complex process. The added limestone is calcinated, resulting in a porous calcium oxide 

particle. The sulfur dioxide reacts with the calcium oxide plugging the pores in the particle as 

the formed calcium sulfate has a significantly larger volume than calcium oxide. This makes 

further reaction slower and slower the more the pores are plugged. Due to pore plugging the 

calcium oxide in the center of the particle may be completely blocked from reaction. No 

model describing these steps in a computationally cheap way has been found and therefore a 

simpler model is used. The model is developed for a specific boiler and a specific type of 

limestone. The accuracy for other boilers and types of limestone is unknown.  

The shown emission levels during simulation is relatively low, likely the sulfur retention is a 

bit too effective. To accurately predict the emissions from a specific boiler the emission levels 

have to be scaled. The behavior of the sulfur dioxide emissions during variable operating 

conditions are however reasonable. 

6.1.4. Bubble phase 

For accurate modeling of the bubble phase in the bed, the kinetics cannot be seen as 

instantaneous. Species transport between the phases has to be allowed for accurate 

predictions. As real kinetics cannot be used in the model, an estimate of the oxygen transfer 

from bubbles to emulsion phase can be calculated. This is under the assumption that it is the 

oxygen transfer from the bubble phase to the emulsion phase that limits the combustion and 

not the species transport from the emulsion to the bubble phase. Calculations show that this 

mass transfer between the phases is not always fast enough to make all oxygen available to 

the bed combustion. The accuracy of these calculations are however questionable and they are 

not included in the final model. A scaling factor is instead used so that some of the oxygen 

can be bypassed the bed if this is needed.  

It should be noted that a model with real modeling of the bubble phase is likely to be too 

computationally costly to run at real time. 

6.1.5. Radiation in the freeboard 

The radiation in the freeboard area is relatively complex. Radiation comes from each gas 

volume in the tank series, from the walls and from the bed. If the freeboard area was modeled 

as a large mixed tank, modeling would have been easy, but this was deemed too simple and 

inexact. Several advanced models exist for calculation of radiative heat exchange between gas 

volumes, one of them is the zonal method. This modeling approach is however complex and 

computationally costly. A simple method developed by Bueters et al. and refined by Dounit et 

al. was used in the model [29] [30]. As can be seen in Appendix II, the gas to gas radiation 

does not have a significant effect on the final temperature profile.  
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The bed radiation has a significant effect on the freeboard temperature profile. No models 

where however found to model the bed to gas and bed to freeboard wall radiation. Therefore a 

model was developed based on the same principles as the gas to gas radiation model presented 

by Dounit et al [30]. The model is reasonable, looking at the temperature profiles in Appendix 

II. The temperature profiles including the bed radiation is more similar to experimental data 

than the models excluding bed radiation. The bed to wall radiation has a clear effect on the 

heat transfer coefficient in the freeboard as can be seen by the higher heat transfer coefficients 

in the beginning of the freeboard, see Figure 11.  

6.2. Overall model performance 

Despite several simplifications in the model, the overall performance of the model is 

satisfying. During simulations with variable boiler load and variable air to fuel ratio the model 

behaves logically. The model is able to capture transient behaviors and the transients are 

reasonable. 

The verification of the different parts of the boiler shows that model predictions are similar to 

experimental values. The two uncertain parts of the boiler model are the emissions of nitrogen 

oxide and sulfur dioxide. These are highly dependent on the characteristics of the bed, 

limestone and char content and are therefore also hard to validate. Further improvements on 

the model should focus on these parts if they are of importance. 

The model is adapted to an already existing boiler, a boiler that differs significantly in some 

aspects. The boiler has a significant air staging with a calculated primary air to fuel ratio of 

less than 0.5. The created model does not work with a primary air to fuel ratio of less than 0.6. 

At this low air to fuel ratio the assumption of instantaneous gas reactions is questionable. Due 

to the higher air to fuel ratio and errors arising from the low air to fuel ratio, the bed cooling 

had to be increased to get the same temperature as in the real boiler. The heat uptake in the 

freeboard area had to be decreased for the same reason. With this scaling, the temperature 

profile and carbon monoxide concentration throughout the boiler is reasonable and similar to 

the existing boiler. As the boiler also uses ammonia injection to reduce nitrogen oxide 

emissions, these had to be scaled accordingly.  
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7. Conclusions 

A real time simulation model for bubbling fluidized bed combustion has been created. The 

model behaves logically during transients and steady state operation. If the model is used to 

mimic an already existing plant and these differ it is possible to adapt the model using scaling 

variables on major outputs and parameters. 

Due to stability problems using real kinetics only a few reactions where modeled kinetically. 

Most of the reactions are seen as instantaneous or estimated using correlations. The bubble 

phase was not modeled explicitly, but the influence of the bubble phase has been added using 

simple scaling variables. By not modeling the bubble phase explicitly the model lose accuracy 

for prediction. There has been an extensive use of correlations in the model which is a good 

and computationally cheap way of getting a realistic behavior.  

The largest difficulties have been to predict the emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide 

as the kinetics is fast and thereby couldn’t be used as this would lead to large instabilities. The 

sulfur dioxide emissions are modeled using a simple model giving the correct behavior but the 

absolute values of the emissions are somewhat underrated. The simple correlations found in 

literature for the nitrogen oxide emission does not agree with the experimental data found or 

with each other. Therefore an own correlation was created from experimental data. This 

should have the correct behavior, but the absolute values of the emissions should not be 

trusted.  

If further improvements are to be made to the model the main focus should be on 

implementing the bubble phase and achieving better predictions for the emissions of sulfur 

dioxide and nitrogen oxide.  

Although simplifications have been used, the model will work well for operator training and 

some optimization.  
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Appendix I – Investigation of reaction kinetics 

Models containing widely different time scales give numerical instabilities. A typical source 

of a fast timescale is fast kinetics. Therefore an investigation of the reaction kinetics is 

conducted to find what kinetics is fast enough to estimate as instantaneous. This is done using 

a one dimensional plug flow model of the gas phase in the bed built in Matlab. The model is 

isotherm, devolatilization is assumed to be instantaneous and biomass is used as fuel (using 

eq. (53)). Some tar is present in the inflow. The reactions and kinetics used is found in Table 

3, Table 4, Table 5 and Table 9. The temperature is set to 850°C and the residence time is 

about 0.3 s, similar to the conditions found in a typically average bed. The char temperature is 

200°C higher than the bed temperature. Two simulations are shown, one with an air to fuel 

ratio of about 1.2, shown in Figure 14 and one with an air to fuel ratio of about 0.4 shown in 

Figure 15.  

 

Figure 14, molar flow of each substance along a plug flow reactor with similar conditions as 

to the bubbling bed. The residence time is around 0.3 s. The air to fuel ratio is about 1.2. 

As can be seen from Figure 15 the tar and hydrogen reactions are very fast. The char 

combustion is significantly slower compared to the other reactions. The carbon monoxide 

oxidation reaction and the methane oxidation are relatively fast.  
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Figure 15, molar flow of each substance along a plug flow reactor with similar conditions as 
to the bubbling bed. The residence time is around 0.3 s. The air to fuel ratio is about 0.4. 

Similar results are found in Figure 14 as in Figure 15. The char combustion rate is still 

significantly slower than the other reaction rates. As the air to fuel ratio is below one, both 

methane and carbon monoxide is present in the outlet. The outlet concentration of carbon 

monoxide is however significantly larger than the outlet concentration of methane, even 

though both of them are quite large. 

From Figure 14 and Figure 15 it’s clear that all reactions except for char combustion, the 

carbon monoxide oxidation and the methane partial oxidation can be approximated as 

instantaneous. As the outlet concentration of methane is low for higher air to fuel ratios and 

lower than carbon monoxide at the low air to fuel ratio, the partial methane oxidation is seen 

as instantaneous also. As the assumption of instantaneous methane partial oxidation yield a 

higher carbon monoxide concentration the error should not be large for air to fuel ratios not 

far below one for the heat and oxygen balance.  

At the low air to fuel ratio shown in Figure 15 the outlet concentration is still quite large and 

the model may not be valid at these low air to fuel ratios. For very low air to fuel ratios the 

heat release in the bed will be overestimated as methane yield a higher heat output than a 

corresponding carbon monoxide oxidation. If the model is to be used at these low air to fuel 

ratios this has to be compensated for with scaling factors. 
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Appendix II – Freeboard radiation modeling 

Radiation is one of the main heat transfer mechanisms in the freeboard area. Due to large 

axial temperature gradients in the gas and the presence of the hot bed the radiation modeling 

can be quite hard. Simulations have been conducted in Matlab using a tank in series model 

with a large number of tanks testing how axial radiation and bed radiation affect the 

temperature profile in the freeboard. The modeling of the radiation has been done according 

to section 3.3.4 and 4.1.2 and eq. (30) and (31) used together with tank series balances. 

Figure 16 show the temperature profiles taking the different types of radiation into account. A 

simulation only using six tanks including bed radiation and axial radiation is also shown. The 

other models use 60 tanks. Radiation and convection from the specific tank volume to the 

wall is included in all models. 

 

Figure 16, temperature profile over the freeboard for an cylindrical furnace with diameter of 

2 m and total volume of 30 m3 for cases with and without bed radiation and axial radiation. 
The bed temperature is 900°C and the wall temperature is 300°C. The purple line show the 

model with a smaller number of tanks.  

From Figure 16 it can be seen that axial radiation has a relatively small effect on the overall 

temperature profile. The effect of bed radiation is however large, causing the profile to change 

shape. It is also clear from Figure 16 that it is possible to use a smaller number of tanks with 

only a smaller change in temperature profile.  
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Appendix III – Emission of nitrogen oxide 

The formation and reduction of nitrogen oxide in fluidized bed boilers is a very complex 

process. The exact mechanisms are hard to find and experimental values often differ between 

units. This difference can often be hard to explain fully. A few things is however typical for 

nitrogen oxide emissions and that is that they increase with increasing temperature (even 

though there exist boilers showing an opposite behavior), they increase for higher air to fuel 

ratios and increase for higher volatile fuels [6]. From the correlation presented in eq. (57) by 

Newby et al. it is clear that the emissions instead decrease with increasing temperature. 

According to eq. (57) the emissions also increase for fuels with higher fuel nitrogen content, 

this is not clearly found [6] [74]. In [74] the emissions of nitrogen oxides instead decrease 

with increasing nitrogen content. 

The correlation presented in [49] by Gruhl et al. yield lower emissions for increasing air to 

fuel ratio, which is not according to the experimental values found [6] [74].  

From [6] it is clear that the addition of limestone to the bed has a relatively small effect on the 

emissions of nitrogen oxides and this effect is therefore neglected. 

As no existing correlation found in literature yield correct behavior, a new simple correlation 

is made. The aim is to create a correlation giving correct behavior with changing fuel and 

combustion parameters. This type of simple correlation will not yield results accurate enough 

for good optimization but may give an indication to how the emission levels will change for 

different operating parameters.  

The correlation is based on experiments found in [6]. There are various experiments presented 

with various coals, boilers, air to fuel ratio and temperatures. The most important parameters 

for the nitrogen oxide emissions are the air to fuel ratio, the temperature and the type of fuel 

(mainly volatile matter content). These parameters should capture the most important factors 

for the emission levels. The form of the correlation is presented in eq. (80). The correlation is 

in a form similar to eq. (57), a simple form that easily can be adapted to experimental points.  

                                   (80) 

 

The parameters are adapted according to the experimental data presented in Figure 17. The 

figure also shows the created correlation. 
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The final correlation is presented in eq. (81). It is clear that the exponential temperature 

dependence used in the correlation does not entirely fit the experimental values. The 

temperature dependence seems to be linear, with emissions starting to form a specific 

temperature. This is likely due to competing reactions reducing all formed nitrogen oxide to 

gaseous nitrogen or to nitrous oxide below the specific temperature. This initial temperature is 

hard to estimate and would have to be set for each case, so the exponential temperature 

dependence is considered as a good approximation.  

                                                (81) 

 

The correlation is only valid for coals under similar conditions as those presented in the 

experiments. The correlation is used to capture the behavior of the nitrogen oxide emissions 

during variable operating conditions, the absolute values should not be trusted.  

To further study the nitrogen oxide emissions an extensive kinetic model is created in Matlab 

based on the kinetic data in Table 6. Data on mass fractions in bed inlet, bed temperature, char 

content, char temperature and gas velocity in the bed are taken from the Dymola model as 

input values to the Matlab model. 

Most preferably the data on the bubbling fluidized bed boiler used in the experiments in 

Figure 17 would be used, but these are not found. Therefore the data on the 16 MWth 

bubbling fluidized bed boiler at Chalmers is used, see Table 10. The same fuel and 

combustion conditions are used as those used for creating the correlation in Figure 17. 

Emission data from the model is assembled by conducting simulations at various bed 

temperatures for both fuels presented in Figure 17. The bed temperature is changed by 

Figure 17, experimental data on nitrogen oxide emissions from bubbling fluidized bed 
boilers. Figure 17a show emission data correlated against temperature for two different 

coals. Figure 17b show emission data correlated against temperature for two different air to 
fuel ratios.  
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changing the air inlet temperature. Data for typical fuel contents in the specified coals are 

found in [37]. 

Both a plug flow model and a tank and tank series model is created of the bed and freeboard. 

These models yield similar results and the tank and tank series model is deemed most correct 

and the values from this model will be presented. 

Figure 18 show the emission values from the performed simulations together with the 

experimental values also presented in Figure 17a.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from Figure 18 the extensive simulation model for the nitrogen oxide emission 

does not yield accurate results. The simulation model has a negative temperature correlation 

and also a negative correlation to the volatile matter content. Both these correlations are the 

opposite of the experimental values found.  

It is interesting to note that the extensive kinetic model in its original work is used for lignite 

(a coal similar to the high volatile bituminous coal, blue in Figure 18) in the temperature 

range of 820-840°C. In this short range the model yield good emission values for the high 

volatile coal.  

To conclude, accurate modeling of the nitrogen oxide emission is hard to achieve. Even the 

more extensive modeling yields inaccurate results. Therefore the simple correlation presented 

in eq. (81) is used in the model as an estimate. For accurate prediction of emissions from an 

existing boiler, experimental values from that boiler must be used. 

Figure 18, emission levels of nitrogen oxide from expermiental values and from an 
extensive kinetic simulation model. 


